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SRS U12-U15 REC and CS Training Breakdown 
 

The SRS training curriculum has been established based on the training calendar in duration of 

12 weeks consisting of 2 sessions per week. 

The frequency of themes has been determined by developmental needs of players that is age 

appropriate. 

The coaches have the freedom to adjust as they see the fit to match the level of the players.  

This document should serve as a guideline and aid that coaches can rely on.   

 

Element/ Age group U9-U11 U12-U15 U16-U19 

Offensive 20 17 15 

Individual 9 4 2 

Penetration 7 7 5 

   Solving player surplus 4 4 2 

   Creating player surplus 3 3 3 

Positional play 4 6 8 

Defensive 4 7 9 

Individual 2 2 1 

Group line zonal (same numbers) 0 2 3 

Group line zonal (outnumbered) 1 1 3 

Group outnumbered (vertically) 0 1 2 

Man to man 1 1 0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Training session structure 

Trainings have been built based on the following model:  

0.   Warm-up - dynamic stretching (not included in each of the 24 sessions below, but 

outlined several pages down) 

1. Physical training 

• Speed and agility 

• Coordination  

2. Technical training 

• Technical repetition 

• Technical under pressure -  through competition or positional/possession games 

3. Tactical training 

• Small-sided games 

4. Game 

 

Training session time distribution per age group 

 

Element/ Age 

group 

Element/ Age group U9-U11 U12-U15 U16-U19 

 Session length 90’ 90’ 90’ 

 Juggling/rondo 5’ 5’ 0-5’ 

Warm-up Warm-up 10’ 10’ 10’ 

Physical Coordination +  

Speed and Agility 
15’ 15’ 20’ 

Technical Technical 20-30’ 20-30’ 20’ 

Tactical Tactical 20-30’ 20-30’ 30-40’ 

Game Free play/Game with 

demands 
0-20’ 0-20’ 10-20’ 
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0. SRS Warm-up routine and injury prevention program 

WARM-UP ROUTINE PRINCIPLES: 

• From upper body to lower body 

• From volume (slow, but longer running) to intensity (short, but explosive) 

• Lasting approx 10 minutes 

• Suggested organization (20 yd distance – length of the penalty box or across/around the 

field) 

EXERCISES: 

1. Jog 3-4 laps (lap = 20 yards) 

2. Jog backwards 1-2 laps 

3. Shuffle like a defender backwards/forwards 

4. Side-shuffles/jumping jacks (rhythm) 

5. Skipping (rhythm) 

6. Arms – swimming front stroke, back stroke; dolphin forwards, backwards (clapping - 

rhythm) 

7. Skipping – opposite arm-opposite knee up 

8. Knee across the body, shoulders the other way - jumping 

9. Karaoke hip-shoulder twisting 

Slow down 

10. Open the gates/close the gate (backwards running) 

11. Mai geri kick (sole of the foot forward kick) 

12. Leg-swing backwards 

13. Leg-swing forwards (marching) 

14. Leg-swing outwards to the side 

Speed up again/ Sprint/agility (could be with use of ladder for example) 

15. Headers jumping 

16. Small skips - sprint 

17. High skips – sprint 

18. Side skips – sprint  

19. Long-stride triple-jump (forward) – sprint 

20. Triple jump switching balance (diagonal) - sprint 

21. Summersaults/backwards summersaults/cartwheels – sprint 

22. Sholder/chest hits – sprint 

 

 



PEP program for Injury prevention (plyometrics for knees and ankles) U13 age groups and up 

JUMPS (over the ball) with soft landing 

1. Both legs (sideways) 

2. Both legs (forwards-backwards) 

3. One leg (sideways) 

4. One leg (forwards-backwards) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Training Calendar U12-U15 

Age group  U12-U15     

Season Fall     

Week # Session # Tactical topic Technical focus 

1 1 Offensive: Solving Player Surplus: #1 Passing/Receiving 

  2 Offensive: Create Player Surplus: #1 Moves/Dribbling 

    

2 3 Offensive: Solving Player Surplus: #2 Passing/Receiving 

  4 Offensive: Create Player Surplus: #2 Moves/Dribbling 

    

3 5 Offensive: Positional Play: #1 Passing/Receiving 

  6 Offensive: Positional Play: #2 Passing/Receiving 

    

4 7 Offensive: Positional Play: #3 Passing/Receiving 

  8 Offensive: Positional Play: #4 Passing/Receiving 

    

5 9 Defensive: Same Numbers: #1 Defense 

  10 Defensive: Same Numbers: #2 Defense 

    

6 11 Offensive: Create Player Surplus: #3 Passing/Receiving 

  12 Defensive: Man to Man: #1 Defense 

    

7 13 Offensive: Individual: #1 Moves/Dribbling 

  14 Offensive: Individual: #2 Moves/Dribbling 

    

8 15 Offensive: Individual: #1 Moves/Dribbling 

  16 Offensive: Individual: #2 Moves/Dribbling 

    

9 17 Defensive: Individual: #1 Defense 

  18 Defensive: Individual: #2 Defense 

    

10 19 Defensive: Outnumbered: #1 Defense 

  20 Defensive: Vertically: #1 Defense 

    

11 21 Offensive: Positional Play: #5 Passing/Receiving 

  22 Offensive: Positional Play: #6 Passing/Receiving 

    

12 23 Offensive:  Solving Player Surplus: #3 Passing/Receiving 

  24 Offensive: Solving Player Surplus: #4 Passing/Receiving 

 



U12-U15; Offensive; Penetration; Solving Player Surplus; Session #1 

COMBINATION DRILL (1) 

 
Method 

This combination drill is a combination of various already practiced forms, which are now 

executed with a ball and repeated. The combination drills are divided into three facets. 

 
1. Running technique (light footed manoeuvring) 

2. Speed ladder 

3. Stick run 
 

These 3 parts are offered separately at each practice, so that all the facets of running are 

trained. 

 
This means that for combination drill (1) the forms consist of running technique and light footed 

manoeuvring. 

 
Combination drill (1): 

 

Step 1. (over one stick and sideways) 
 

Light footed manoeuvring over a stick. This means the player executes the move without the 

ball first, and gets into the flow in which the player can manoeuvre light footed and can bounce 

back the ball. (imaginary) 

Then the move is executed again, but this time with the ball. 

Step 2. (over one stick and forwards) 

Light footed manoeuvring over a stick. This means the player executes the move without the 

ball first, and gets into the flow in which the player can manoeuvre light footed and can bounce 

back the ball. (imaginary) 

Then the move is executed again, but this time with the ball. 
 
 
 

Step 3. (over two sticks and sideways) 
 

Light footed manoeuvring over two sticks. This means the player executes the move without 

the ball first, and gets into the rhythm in which the player can manoeuvre light footed and can 

bounce back the ball. (imaginary) 

Then the move is executed again, but this time with the ball. 

Step 4. (over two sticks and forwards) 

Light footed manoeuvring over two sticks. This means the player executes the move without 

the ball first, and gets into the flow in which the player can manoeuvre light footed and can 

bounce back the ball. (imaginary) 

Then the move is executed again, but this time with the ball. 

Materials 

Number of players: the entire team. 

Number of cones: 12 

Number of sticks: 6 sticks 



STEP 2.1 A: THERE AND BACK (THE SAME FOOT) IN A LINE/FLOW FORM 

 
Method 

A. Player 1 passes to player 2 

- Player 1 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 2 controls the ball with the inside of the right foot. 
 

B. Player 2 passes to player 3 

- Player 2 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 3 receives the ball with the inside of the right foot, etc. 
 

Variation in execution: 

The same, receiving with the left foot and kicking with the left foot. 

Materials 

Players: 3-4 

Cones: 2 

Balls: 1 Distance between the cones: 

under 8s: 8 yards 1st year 

under 10s: 10 yards 2nd year 

under 10s: 12 yards 

under 18s: 15 yards 
 

Rotation: 

After passing, the player follows the ball on to the next 

cone. 

A1. Player 1 joins the back of the line of player 2. 

B1. Player 2 joins the back of the line of player 1, etc. 

Directions 

Receiving: 

- The ball must be in front of you, but within reach. 

- Maintain speed after receiving the ball, for the next 

move. 

 
Kicking inside foot: 

- Pass the ball with the correct speed and on to the 

correct foot. 

- Anticipate well with feeling. 

- Follow through of the kicking leg. 

- Strike in the centre of the ball. 

- Tension in the foot. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

(3V1) EXERCISE 1 

 
Method 

Three attackers must keep possession of the ball by passing the ball 

between them preventing the defender from getting the ball. 

 
After 3 interceptions the defender changes places with attacker that has been 

in the center the most. 

 
Variation: 

The attackers are only allowed to touch the ball twice. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 4 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 4 

Distance between cones: 10yards by 8yards 
 

Three players take position on three of the four sides. 

The defender takes position in the center. 

The first ball is played by the attacker in the middle. 

Directions 

Coaching attackers: 

- Ensure you are in a free position to receive the ball 

from the player with possession. 

- demand the ball on the correct side. 

- Anticipate whether the ball will be played on the 

left or right foot 

- keep your head up 
 

Coaching defenders: 

- Keep the pressure on and around the ball so that 

the attackers make mistakes 



GAME FORM 4V4 (2) 

 
Method 

Four attackers keep possession against 4 defenders by a combination of 

passes or an individual action, followed by scoring in the opposite goal. 

After taking possession the defenders may then score by dribbling the 

ball over the opposite base-line. 

 
Attention! 

If the ball goes off the field the other team starts the game. 
 

Drill variation: 

With three teams, changing at your own discretion. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players:8(12)+2(3) keepers 

Balls:5 

Cones: 4 

Distance between cones: 

Under 8: 25yards by 20yards 

Under 10: 30yards by 25yards 

 
Goal: 2 

U-8 &U-10: 5 by 2 
 
 
 

Rotation: 

The winning team stays but the losing team rotates with 

the third team. 

If nobody scores after 2 minutes then the team that has 

been on the longest rotates with the third team. 

Directions 

Coaching by attack: 

- The combination play from out of the diamond form 

making use of the free position of the keeper.(extra 

man situation) 

- Creating a two against one situation. 

- Keeping the two outside players as wide and deep 

as possible. . 

- Taking into account that you switch by loss of 

possession and taking attacking position. 

 
Coaching by defense: 

- close space where neccessary. 

- Coaching each other (the last player should take 

the initiative) 

- Be prepared to switch position after taking 

possession. 

 
Coaching keepers: 

- Always prepared to receive the ball when your team 

is in possession. 

- Coaching your team-mates when defending 
 

Remarks: 

- By a sharp practice you are allowed to hit the ball 

freely. 

- Accentuate on: Individual action, scoring under 

pressure, rapid switching, 

- Organization, pay attention to: Enough balls around 

the field, hard and sharp coaching. 



GAME FORM 4V4 

 
Method 

Four attackers keep possession against 4 defenders by a combination of 

passes or an individual action, followed by scoring in one of the opposite 

goals. 

After taking possession the defenders may then score by dribbling the 

ball over the opposite base-line. 

You may use 1 or 2 neutral players that play all time offense. 
 

Attention! 

If the ball goes off the field the other team starts the game. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 8-10 

Balls: 5 

Cones: 12 

Distance between cones: 

Under 8: 12yards by 18yards 

Under 10: 15yards by 20yards 

Under 12: 20yards by 25yards 

Under 14: 25yards by 30yards 

U-16 & U-18: 30yards by 

35yards Goal: 4 (2yards.) 

Directions 

Coaching by attack: 

- Team play from out of a diamond form. 

- Dont go off-side. 

- Making choices on the ball( 1v1 or pass) 

- Taking into account that you switch by loss of 

possession and taking attacking position. 

 
Coaching by defense: 

- Ensure that you have a good view of both attackers 

when taking a defensive position. 

- Isolate the player in possession to the side of the 

field. 

- Make use of off-side rule. 

- Be prepared to switch position after taking 

possession. 

- Feign a pass, if it works decide then whether to 

continue past the defender or pass the ball 

- Changing oponent after 10 minutes. 



U12-U15; Offensive; Penetration; Creating Player Surplus; Session #1 

SPEED LADDER (3) 

 
Method 

This is a drill, in which the sideways and forward forms are combined and taught in the speed 

ladder. The drill builds up from coarse motor skills to fine motor skills. This means that within 

the running practice, it moves from skipping to skipping 45 degrees and then on to close 

footwork. 

 
Step 1: Place two feet in the frame, place one foot out of the frame. 

Step 2: Place two feet in the frame, place two feet out of the frame. (3 steps) 

Step 3: Place one foot in the frame, place two feet out of the frame. (crossover movement) 
 

Attention! 

These forms can be taught when speed ladder (1) and speed ladder (2) have been mastered. 

Materials 

Number of players: the entire team 

Number of speed ladders: One, preferably two 

Number of cones: One 

 
Organisation: 

One situation in which the group stands behind the speed ladder, preferably two situations. 
 

Attention! 

Frequency adjustment: Your body must remain above your legs, the only thing that is adjusted 

is the speed of your feet. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

STEP 2.1 B: POSITIONING TO RECEIVE, UP TO 45º (THE SAME FOOT) IN FLOW FORM 

 
Method 

A. Player 1 passes to player 2 

- Player 2 moves "to the left" to receive the ball. 

- Player 1 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 2 is open to receive the ball with the inside of the right foot. 
 

B. Player 2 passes to player 3 

- Player 3 moves "to the left" to receive the ball. 

- Player 2 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 3 stands open to receive the ball with the inside of the right foot. 
 

C. Player 3 passes to player 4 

- The same as described under A, etc. 

Variation in execution: 

The same, but in reverse, with the other foot. 
 

Variation in positioning to receive: 

To the right 

Backward 

Forward 

Materials 

Players: 4-6 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 3 

Distance between the cones: 

under 9s: 8 yards 

under 10s: 10 yards 

under 11s: 12 yards 

under 18s: 15 yards 

 
Rotation: 

Follow the ball to the next cone. 

Directions 

Positioning to receive: 

- Demand for the ball, after the player has received it. 
 

Receiving: 

- The ball must be in front of you but within reach. 

- Maintain speed after receiving the ball, to execute 

the next move. 

- Receive standing open, in the direction of play. 
 

Kicking inside foot: 

- Pass the ball with the correct speed and on to the 

correct foot. 

- Anticipate well with feeling. 

- Follow through of the kicking leg. 

- Strike in the centre of the ball. 

- Tension in the foot. 



SETUP FROM BEHIND BY DEFENDERS (4+KEEPER V4) 

 
Method 

I.e. that 4 defenders and 1 keeper beat the attackers by combining 

passes and eventually scoring by dribbling the ball through one of the 

small goals. 

 
After taking possession the 4 attackers can then score in the large goal. 

The set-up always starts with the keeper. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 8+keeper 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 8 

Distance between cones: 

Under 10: 20yards by 25yards 

Under 12: 25yards by 30yards 

U-14,U-16 & U-18: 30yards by 35yards 

Goal: 5 x 2 

Small goals: 5-8 yards 

Directions 

Defenders/midfielders set-up coaching: 

On attack coaching: 

-The combination play from out of the diamond form 

must use the free position of the keeper. 

- Creating a two against one situation. 

- Keeping the two outside players as wide and deep 

as possible. (2+5). 

 
On defence coaching: 

- close space where neccessary. 

- Coaching each other when defending (the last 

player should take the initiative) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

GAME FORM 6V6 

 
Method 

Six attackers keep possession against 6 defenders by a combination of 

passes or an individual action, followed by scoring in one of the opposite 

goals. 

After taking possession the defenders may then follow by scoring in one 

of the opposite goals. 

 
Attention! 

If the ball goes off the field the other team starts the game. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 12 

Balls: 5 

Cones: 12 

Distance between cones: 

Under 8: 25yards by 30yards 

Under 10: 30yards by 35yards 

Under 12: 35yards by 40yards 

Under 14: 40yards by 45yards 

U-16 & U-18: 45yards by 

50yards Goal: 4 (2yards.) 

Directions 

Coaching by attack: 

- Team-play from a 3-1-2 formation. 

- Spread out when in possession. 

- Dont go off-side. 

- Making choices on the ball( 1v1 or pass) 

- Taking into account that you switch by loss of 

possession and taking attacking position. 

 
Coaching by defense: 

- close space where neccessary. 

- Make use of off-side rule. 

- Coaching each other.(the last player should take the 

initiative) 

- Be prepared to switch position after taking 

possession. 



U12-U15; Offensive; Penetration; Solving Player Surplus; Session #2 

REACTION-ACTION 

 
Method 

This is a drill for the entire team. The entire team sits/lies on the goal line of the penalty area. 

When the coach calls out (for example “GO”) the players get up and accelerate to the other 

side. 

You may start with slower running and increase the speed as you go. Its important to warm up 

the body from top to bottom before increasing the speed. 

 
Differentiation: 

For this game you may vary the starting position, for instance, sitting on their bottoms, lying on 

their stomachs, lying on their side (first one, then the other), or lying on their backs. 

Be creative! 
 

Attention! 

These are introduction forms to the running practice. 

Materials 

Number of players: the entire team. 
 

Organisation: 

Goal line penalty area. 



STEP 2.5 B: RECEIVING-OPENING, UP TO 45º IN A TRIANGLE 

 
Method 

A. Player 1 passes to player 2 

- Player 2 moves "forward" to receive the ball. 

- Player 1 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 2 is open to receive the ball with the inside of the right foot. 
 

B. Player 2 passes to player 1 

- The same as described under A, etc. 
 

C. Player 1 passes to player 

- The same as described under A, etc. 
 

D. Player 3 passes to player 2 

- The same as described under A, etc. 
 

E. Player 2 passes to player 3 

- Player 3 moves "to the right" to receive the ball. 

- Player 2 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 3 stands open to receive the ball with the inside of the right foot 

and dribbles the ball to the next cone, etc. 

F. Player 3 begins the drill again 

Variation in execution: 

- The same, but now executed in the opposite direction. 

- The same, receiving with the left foot and kicking with the left foot. 

Materials 

Players: 6-10 

Cones: 4 

Balls: 1 

Distance between the cones: 

under 11s: 12 yards 

under 18s: 15 yards 
 

Rotation: After passing the ball, each player moves on to 

the next cone and takes over the position from the 

previous player. 

Directions 

Positioning to receive: 

- Demand for the ball, after the player has received it. 
 

Receiving: 

- The ball must be in front of you, but within reach. 

- Maintain speed after receiving the ball, to execute 

the next move. 

- Receive standing open, in the direction of play. 
 

Kicking inside foot: 

- Pass the ball with the correct speed and on to the 

correct foot. 

- Anticipate well with feeling. 

- Follow through of the kicking leg. 

- Strike in the centre of the ball. 

- Tension in the foot. 



(4V2) EXERCISE 1 

 
Method 

Four players keep possession of the ball by combinations of passes 

without the defense taking the ball away. 

 
The attacker that loses the ball changes places with longest standing 

defender. 

 
Variation: 

The attackers are only allowed to touch the ball twice. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 6 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 4 

Distance between cones: 12yards by 10yards 

Directions 

Coaching attackers: 

- Ensure you are in a free position to receive the ball 

from the player with possession. 

- To take position without losing an overview of the 

complete field 

- Always keep the player and the ball in motion. 

- pass the ball with a purpose (in an open space or on 

a particular foot) 

- ask for the ball. 

- follow up coaching on passing 
 

Coaching defenders: 

- take into account the positions of the attackers 

- Isolate the player in possession to the side of 

the field 

- Coaching each other when defending (the last 

player should take the initiative) 

 

 

LINE DRIBBLE 4V4 

 
Method 

Four attackers keep possession against 4 defenders by a combination of 

passes or an individual action, eventually scoring by dribbling the ball 

over the opposite base-line. 

After taking possession the defenders may then score by dribbling the ball 

over the opposite base-line. 

Use neutral players if the theme is not coming out. 
 

Attention! 

The off-side line is stipulated by the last defender. (applies only to 11v11 

teams) 

If the ball goes off the field the other team starts the game. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 8 

Balls: 3 

Cones: 8 

Distance between cones: 

Under 8: 20yards by 15yards 

Under 10: 25yards by 20yards 

Under 12: 30yards by 25yards 

Under 14: 35yards by 30yards 

U-16 & U-18: 40yards by 35yards 

Directions 

Coaching by attack: 

- Team play from out of a diamond form. 

- Creating a two against one situation. 

- Keeping the two outside players as wide and deep 

as possible. 

- Taking into account that you switch by loss of 

possession and taking attacking position. 

 
Coaching by defense: 

- close space where necessary. 

- Coaching each other (the last player should take the 

initiative) 

- Be prepared to switch position after taking 

possession. 



U12-U15; Offensive; Penetration; Solving Player Surplus; Session #2 

 

RUNNING TECHNIQUE WITH THE BALL 

 
Method 

This is a drill in which the player executes the step of the 

technique given below, as he moves in a forward direction. With each placing 

ofthe foot during the running technique, the player kicks the ball with the tip of 

his shoe and then follows the path of the ball. 

 
1. Running technique (Step 4) 

 

Attention! This is an end form, which can only be executed if the player has 

sufficiently mastered the final step of the running technique. 

 
Differentiation: Execution in circuit form, whereby the direction must be 

changed constantly. 

Materials 

Players: the whole team 

Balls: adjust the number of balls to the number of 

players. 

Organisation: The players run from the goal line to the 

outerline of the penalty area. 

Directions 

- For the description of the technique, see the 

technique list. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

FROM POSITIONS (1) 

 
Method 

The players are positioned by the various parts of the course: 
 

A. Player 1 passes the ball to player 3, who is positioned to receive. 

B. Player 3 then passes with a one-touch ball to player 2, who is 

positioned to receive. 

C. Player 2 then gives a through pass to the inside of player 3, who is 

running. 

D. After this, player 3 passes the ball to players 4, coming in. 

E. Players 6, 7, 8 and 9: the same as described under A, B, C and D, etc. 

You can slowly start introducing passive defenders 

 
Variation in execution: 

The same, but now executed in the opposite direction and with the left 
foot. 

Materials 

Number of players: all players 

Number of balls: 4 

Number of cones: 6 
 
 
 

Rotate: 

After passing the ball each player goes on to the next 

cone and takes over the position of the previous player. 

Directions 

- Players 2 and 3 make an advance play before they 

come in for the ball. 

- player 2 passes the ball towards the goal line/side of 

the penalty area, allowing player 3 to cut to the ball. 

- pay attention to the entire move: Player in motion, 

ball in motion and give the ball direction. 

 
Coach the players on: 

- playing in hard over the ground 

- going forward when passing the ball 

- keeping the passing line open 

- making running plays in full sprint 

- hitting the ball low when passing to the backing 

player 

- establishing eye contact with each other 

- passing the ball into the space, ensuring the ball 

lands there were the running player ends his run. 



ATTACKING BY A MIDFIELDER AND ATTACKERS (4V3+KEEPER) 

 
Method 

I.e. that 4 attackers and a mid fielder create openings by team work. 
 

The defending team can then score by dribbling the ball through one of 

the small goals. 

 
The attackers can then score in the large goal. 

This drill always starts with the attackers. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 7+keeper Balls: 1 

Cones: 8 

Distance between cones: 

Under 10: 20yards by 25yards 

Under 12: 25yards by 30yards 

U-14,U-16 & U-18: 30yards by 35yards 

Goal: 5 x 2 

Small goals: 5-8 yards 

Directions 

Midfielders/attackers by attack coaching on: 

- Team-play from out of a small area. 

- Bringing a mid fielder forward. 

- Keeping the two outside players as wide and deep 

as possible. (7+11) 

- Freeing yourself from your opponent by divertive 

actions 

- Creating a two to one situation 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LINE DRIBBLE 6V6 

 
Method 

Six attackers keep possession against 6 defenders by a combination of 

passes or an individual action, eventually scoring by dribbling the ball 

over the opposite base-line. 

After taking possession the defenders may then score by dribbling the ball 

over the opposite base-line. 

 
Attention! 

Use neutral players if the theme is not coming out 

If the ball goes off the field the other team starts the game. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 12 

Balls: 3 

Cones: 8 

Distance between cones: 

Under 8: 30yards by 25yards 

Under 10: 35yards by 30yards 

Under 12: 40yards by 35yards 

Under 14: 45yards by 40yards 

U-16 & U-18: 50yards by 45yards 

Directions 

Coaching by attack: 

- Team-play from a 3-1-2 formation. 

- Spread out when in possession.. 

- Making choices on the ball( 1v1 or pass) 

- Taking into account that you switch by loss of 

possession and taking attacking position. 

 
Coaching by defense: 

- close space where neccessary. 

- Make use of off-side rule. 

- Coaching each other.(the last player should take the 

initiative). 

- Be prepared to switch position after taking 

possession. 



U12-U15; Offensive; Positional Play; Session #1 

REACTION-ACTION 

 
Method 

This is a drill for the entire team. The entire team sits/lies on the goal line of the penalty area. 

When the coach calls out (for example “GO”) the players get up and accelerate to the other 

side. 

 
Differentiation: 

For this game you may vary the starting position, for instance, sitting on their bottoms, lying on 

their stomachs, lying on their side (first one, then the other), or lying on their backs. 

Be creative! 
 

Attention! 

These are introduction forms to the running practice. 

Materials 

Number of players: the entire team. 
 

Organisation: 

Goal line penalty area. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

STEP 2.3 A: FOR POSITION PLAY (3V0) 

 
Method 

With this drill it is important that the player in possession of the ball, has two 

options to play the ball. In order to be able to receive the ball, the players 

must position themselves on both sides. 

 
These players can then handle the ball in the following ways: 

- Receive with the left foot and pass on with the left foot 

- Receive with the left foot and pass on with the right foot 

- Receive with the right foot and pass on with the right foot 

- Receive with the right foot and pass on with the left foot. 
 

The players then have the following options to play the ball: 

- Player 1 can pass to player 2 and player 3 

- Player 2 can pass to player 1 and player 3 

- Player 3 can pass to player 1 and player 2 
 

Variation in execution: 

- Play clockwise 

- Play anti clockwise 

- Play on intuition 

- Accelerate the speed of play 

Materials 

Players: 3 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 4 

Distance between the cones: 

10 yards by 8 yards 

Directions 

Positioning to receive: 

- Demand for the ball, after the other player has 

received the ball. 

 
Receiving: 

- The ball is in front of you, but in reach. 

- Maintain speed after receiving the ball, to execute 

the next move. 

- Receive open, so the ball can be played in two 

directions. 



(4V1) (4V2) EXERCISE 1 

 
Method 

Four attackers must keep possession of the ball by passing the ball between 

them preventing the defender from getting the ball. 

 
After 3 interceptions the defender changes places with attacker that has been 

in the center the most. 

 
Variation: 

The attackers are only allowed to touch the ball twice. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 5-6 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 4 

Distance between cones: 10yards by 8yards 
 

Four players take position on the four sides. 

The defender takes position in the center. 

The first ball is played by the attacker in the middle. 

Directions 

Coaching attackers: 

- Ensure you are in a free position to receive the ball 

from the player with possession. 

- demand the ball on the correct side. 

- Anticipate whether the ball will be played on the 

left or right foot 

- keep your head up 
 

Coaching defenders: 

- Keep the pressure on and around the ball so that 

the attackers make mistakes 



GAME FORM 5V5 + 2 KEEPERS 

 
Method 

Five attackers keep possession against 5 defenders by a combination of 

passes or an individual action, followed by scoring in the opposite goal. 

After taking possession the defenders may then score by scoring in the 

opposite goal. 

 
Attention! 

If the ball goes off the field the other team starts the game. 
 

Drill variation: 

With three teams, changing at your own discretion. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 10(15)+2(3) keepers 

Balls: 5 

Cones: 4 

Distance between cones: 

Under 8: 30yards by 25yards 

Under 10: 30yards by 25yards 

Under 12: 35yards by 30yards 

Under 14: 40yards by 35yards 

U-16 & U-18: 45yards by 40yards 

Goal: 2 

U-8 &U-10: 5 by 2 

U-12,U-14,U-16 & U-18: 7.32 by 2.44 
 

Rotation: 

The winning team stays but the losing team rotates with 

the third team. 

If nobody scores after 2 minutes then the team that has 

been on the longest rotates with the third team. 

Directions 

Coaching by attack: 

- Team play from out of a diamond form. 

- Spread out when in possession. 

- Making choices on the ball( 1v1 or pass) 

- Taking into account that you switch by loss of 

possession and taking attacking position. 

 
Coaching by defense: 

- close space where neccessary. 

- Make use of off-side rule. 

- Coaching each other.(the last player should take 

the initiative) 

- Be prepared to switch position after taking 

possession. 

 
Coaching keepers: 

- Always prepared to receive the ball when your team 

is in possession. 

- Coaching your team-mates when defending. 
 

Remarks: 

- By a sharp practice you are allowed to hit the ball 

freely. 

- Accentuate on: Individual action, scoring under 

pressure, rapid switching, and conditional (Anaerobic 

Lactic)/ mental factors. 

- Organization, pay attention to: Enough balls around 

the field, hard and sharp coaching. 



U12-U15; Offensive; Positional Play; Session #2 

 

STEP 2.1 B: POSITIONING TO RECEIVE, UP TO 45º (THE OPPOSITE FOOT) IN FLOW FORM 

 
Method 

A. Player 1 passes to player 2 

- Player 2 moves "to the left" to receive the ball. 

- Player 1 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 2 receives the ball with the inside of the left foot. 
 

B. Player 2 passes to player 3 

- Player 3 moves "to the left" to receive the ball. 

- Player 2 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 3 receives the ball with the inside of the left foot. 
 

C. Player 3 passes to player 4 

- The same as described under A, etc. 
 

Variation in execution: 

The same, but in reverse and receiving with the other foot and kicking with 

the other foot. 

 
Variation in positioning to receive: 

To the right 

Backward 

Forward 

Materials 

Players: 4-6 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 3 

Distance between the cones: 

under 10s: 10 yards 

under 11s: 12 yards 

under 18s: 15 yards 

 
Rotation: 

Follow the ball to the next cone. 

Directions 

Positioning to receive: 

- Demand for the ball, after the player has received it. 
 

Receiving: 

- The ball must be in front of you, but within reach. 

- Maintain speed after receiving the ball, to execute 

the next move. 

- Receive standing open, in the direction of play. 
 

Kicking inside foot: 

- Pass the ball with the correct speed and on to the 

correct foot. 

- Anticipate well with feeling. 

- Follow through to your target. 

- Hit trough the middle of the ball 

- Make sure your foot is firm/locked. 

 

 

(3V1) EXERCISE 1 

 
Method 

Three attackers must keep possession of the ball by passing the ball 

between them preventing the defender from getting the ball. 

 
After 3 interceptions the defender changes places with attacker that has been 

in the center the most. 

 
Variation: 

The attackers are only allowed to touch the ball twice. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 4 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 4 

Distance between cones: 10yards by 8yards 
 

Three players take position on three of the four sides. 

The defender takes position in the center. 

The first ball is played by the attacker in the middle. 

Directions 

Coaching attackers: 

- Ensure you are in a free position to receive the ball 

from the player with possession. 

- demand the ball on the correct side. 

- Anticipate whether the ball will be played on the 

left or right foot 

- keep your head up 
 

Coaching defenders: 

- Keep the pressure on and around the ball so that 

the attackers make mistakes 



(4V2) EXERCISE 1 

 
Method 

Four players keep possession of the ball by combinations of passes 

without the defense taking the ball away. 

 
The attacker that loses the ball changes places with longest standing 

defender. 

 
Variation: 

The attackers are only allowed to touch the ball twice. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 6 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 4 

Distance between cones: 12yards by 10yards 

Directions 

Coaching attackers: 

- Ensure you are in a free position to receive the ball 

from the player with possession. 

- To take position without losing an overview of the 

complete field 

- Always keep the player and the ball in motion. 

- pass the ball with a purpose (in an open space or on 

a particular foot) 

- ask for the ball. 

- follow up coaching on passing 
 

Coaching defenders: 

- take into account the positions of the attackers 

- Isolate the player in possession to the side of 

the field 

- Coaching each other when defending (the last 

player should take the initiative) 

 

 

GAME FORM 6V6 

 
Method 

Six attackers keep possession against 6 defenders by a combination of 

passes or an individual action, followed by scoring in one of the opposite 

goals. 

After taking possession the defenders may then follow by scoring in one 

of the opposite goals. 

 
Attention! 

If the ball goes off the field the other team starts the game. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 12 

Balls: 5 

Cones: 12 

Distance between cones: 

Under 8: 25yards by 30yards 

Under 10: 30yards by 35yards 

Under 12: 35yards by 40yards 

Under 14: 40yards by 45yards 

U-16 & U-18: 45yards by 

50yards Goal: 4 (2yards.) 

Directions 

Coaching by attack: 

- Team-play from a 3-1-2 formation. 

- Spread out when in possession. 

- Dont go off-side. 

- Making choices on the ball( 1v1 or pass) 

- Taking into account that you switch by loss of 

possession and taking attacking position. 

 
Coaching by defense: 

- close space where neccessary. 

- Make use of off-side rule. 

- Coaching each other.(the last player should take the 

initiative) 

- Be prepared to switch position after taking 

possession. 



U12-U15; Offensive; Positional Play; Session #3 

 

FEEDING GAME 

 
Method 

. Out of each pair, one stands on the touchline as a feeder 

for all the other players. The players without a ball try to ask for a ball from 

a "free feeder", during 1 minute, as they run around the entire square. Thefeeder throws the 

ball to the player, who can return the ball in the following ways: 

 
- Heading 

- Passing back over the ground 

- Passing back through the air 

- Stopping the ball on the chest and playing the ball back. 
 

Attention! 

Don't hang around a feeder. 

Materials 

Duration: 10-15 min 

Duration round: 1 to 2 min 

Cones: 4 cones to mark off the field 

Balls: each player has a ball. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

STEP 2.1 C: POSITIONING TO RECEIVE, UP TO 90º (THE SAME FOOT) IN A SQUARE 

 
Method 

A. Player 1 passes to player 2 

- Player 2 moves "to the left" to receive the ball. 

- Player 1 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 2 stands open to receive the ball with the inside of the right foot. 
 

B. Player 2 passes to player 3 

- Player 3 moves "to the left" to receive the ball. 

- Player 2 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 3 stands open to receive the ball with the inside of the right foot. 
 

C. Player 3 passes the ball to player 4 

- The same as described under A, etc. 
 

Variation in execution: 

The same, but in reverse, with the other foot. 
 

Variation in positioning to receive: 

To the right 

Backward 

Forward 

Materials 

Players: 4 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 4 

Distance between the cones: 

under 9s: 8 yards 

under 10s: 10 yards 

under 11s: 12 yards 

under 18s: 15 yards 

Directions 

Positioningto receive: 

- Demand for the ball, after the player has received it. 
 

Receiving: 

- The ball must be in front of you, but within reach. 

- Maintain speed after receiving the ball, to execute 

the next move. 

- Receive standing open, in the direction of play. 
 

Kicking inside foot: 

- Pass the ball with the correct speed and on to the 

correct foot. 

- Anticipate well with feeling. 

- Follow through of the kicking leg. 

- Strike in the centre of the ball. 

- Tension in the foot. 



(4V1) EXERCISE 1 

 
Method 

Four attackers must keep possession of the ball by passing the ball between 

them preventing the defender from getting the ball. 

 
After 3 interceptions the defender changes places with attacker that has been 

in the center the most. 

 
Variation: 

The attackers are only allowed to touch the ball twice. 

Add a second defender to become 4V2 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 5 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 4 

Distance between cones: 10yards by 8yards 
 

Four players take position on the four sides. 

The defender takes position in the center. 

The first ball is played by the attacker in the middle. 

Directions 

Coaching attackers: 

- Ensure you are in a free position to receive the ball 

from the player with possession. 

- demand the ball on the correct side. 

- Anticipate whether the ball will be played on the 

left or right foot 

- keep your head up 
 

Coaching defenders: 

- Keep the pressure on and around the ball so that 

the attackers make mistakes 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GAME FORM 5V5 

 
Method 

Five attackers keep possession against 5 defenders by a combination of 

passes or an individual action, followed by scoring in one of the opposite 

goals. 

After taking possession the defenders may then score by scoring in one of 

the opposite goals. 

 
Attention! 

If the ball goes off the field the other team starts the game. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 10 

Balls: 5 

Cones: 12 

Distance between cones: 

Under 8: 20yards by 25yards 

Under 10: 25yards by 30yards 

Under 12: 30yards by 35yards 

Under 14: 35yards by 40yards 

U-16 & U-18: 40yards by 

45yards Goal: 4 (2yards.) 

Directions 

Coaching by attack: 

- Team play from out of a diamond form. 

-Spread out when in possession. 

- Making choices on the ball( 1v1 or pass) 

- Taking into account that you switch by loss of 

possession and taking attacking position. 

 
Coaching by defense: 

- close space where necessary. 

- Coaching each other.(the last player should take the 

initiative) 

- Be prepared to switch position after taking 

possession. 

- Feign a pass, if it works decide then whether to 

continue past the defender or pass the ball 

- Changing opponent after 10 minutes. 



U12-U15; Offensive; Positional Play; Session #4 

 

SIDE CROSS-OVER AND SLIDE WITH HOOPS 

 
Method 

This is a drill in which the 

player(s) execute(s) the steps of the techniques given below, in a sideways 

direction, through hoops on the ground. The feet then come together on the 

side slide in each hoop. With the side crossover the player(s) place(s) one 

foot in each hoop. 

 
1. Side slides (Step 3) 

2. Side crossovers (Step 3) 
 

Attention! 

This is an end form. This form can only be used when the player has 

mastered these steps. Differentiation: Only when step 3 of the side crossover 

has been mastered, can it be executed with a speed ladder. 

Materials 

Players: the whole team. 

Hoops: 10 

 
Organisation: 

Place the hoops from the goal area to the outer line of 

the penalty area. 

Directions 

- For the description of the technique, see the 

technique list. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

STEP 2.3 B: FOR POSITION PLAY (4V0) (2) 

 
Method 

It is important that the player executes a move first and then moves "open" to 

receive the ball. 

 
The players have the following options to play the ball: 

- Receive with the left foot and pass with the left foot 

- Receive with the left foot and pass with the right foot 

- Receive with the right foot and pass with the right foot 

- Receive with the right foot and pass with the left foot. 

- Play a first time ball 
 

Variation in execution: 

- The same, in the opposite direction. 

- The same, but now play a first time ball. 

- Begin the drill with player 2 

Materials 

Players: 4 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 4 

Distance between the cones: 

12 yards by 10 yards 

Directions 

Positioning to receive: 

- Demand for the ball again, immediately after the 

player has received it. 

- Always offer the player with the ball two options to 

play the ball (positioning to receive from the sides to 

the player with the ball). 

 
Receiving/passing: 

- Keep the ball within reach, in front of you. 

- After receiving, maintain speed for the next move. 

- Make sure the players "receive open", so that the 

ball can be played in two directions. 



(4V2) EXERCISE 1 

 
Method 

Four players keep possession of the ball by combinations of passes 

without the defense taking the ball away. 

 
The attacker that loses the ball changes places with longest standing 

defender. 

 
Variation: 

The attackers are only allowed to touch the ball twice. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 6 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 4 

Distance between cones: 12yards by 10yards 

Directions 

Coaching attackers: 

- Ensure you are in a free position to receive the ball 

from the player with possession. 

- To take position without losing an overview of the 

complete field 

- Always keep the player and the ball in motion. 

- pass the ball with a purpose (in an open space or on 

a particular foot) 

- ask for the ball. 

- follow up coaching on passing 
 

Coaching defenders: 

- take into account the positions of the attackers 

- Isolate the player in possession to the side of 

the field 

- Coaching each other when defending (the last 

player should take the initiative) 



GAME FORM 5V5 + 2 KEEPERS 

 
Method 

Five attackers keep possession against 5 defenders by a combination of 

passes or an individual action, followed by scoring in the opposite goal. 

After taking possession the defenders may then score by scoring in the 

opposite goal. 

 
Attention! 

If the ball goes off the field the other team starts the game. 
 

Drill variation: 

With three teams, changing at your own discretion. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 10(15)+2(3) keepers 

Balls: 5 

Cones: 4 

Distance between cones: 

Under 8: 30yards by 25yards 

Under 10: 30yards by 25yards 

Under 12: 35yards by 30yards 

Under 14: 40yards by 35yards 

U-16 & U-18: 45yards by 40yards 

Goal: 2 

U-8 &U-10: 5 by 2 

U-12,U-14,U-16 & U-18: 7.32 by 2.44 
 

Rotation: 

The winning team stays but the losing team rotates with 

the third team. 

If nobody scores after 2 minutes then the team that has 

been on the longest rotates with the third team. 

Directions 

Coaching by attack: 

- Team play from out of a diamond form. 

- Spread out when in possession. 

- Making choices on the ball( 1v1 or pass) 

- Taking into account that you switch by loss of 

possession and taking attacking position. 

 
Coaching by defense: 

- close space where necessary. 

- Coaching each other.(the last player should take 

the initiative) 

- Be prepared to switch position after taking 

possession. 

 
Coaching keepers: 

- Always prepared to receive the ball when your team 

is in possession. 

- Coaching your team-mates when defending. 
 

Remarks: 

- By a sharp practice you are allowed to hit the ball 

freely. 

- Accentuate on: Individual action, scoring under 

pressure, rapid switching, and conditional (Anaerobic 

Lactic)/ mental factors. 

- Organization, pay attention to: Enough balls around 

the field, hard and sharp coaching. 



U12-U15; Defensive; Group Line Zonal (Same Numbers); Session #1 

THE STORK 

 
Method 

This is a drill in which the player(s) must execute the step of 

one of the techniques given below, on the spot. 

It is important that the player stands still on his entire foot for 5 to 10 

seconds, after having done 5 skippings. If the player cannot last this long, 

he must sprint to the penalty area or to the coach. 

 
1. Skipping (Step 3) 

2. Heel flicks ( Step 1) 
 

Attention! 

This is a learning form, whereby the player learns to control the stability in 

his leg (knee/ankle), but also the stability in his upper body (hip/chest). 

 
Differentiation: 

- Stand still on the ball of the foot. 

- Execution in a forward direction. 

- Vary the number of skippings. 

Materials 

Players: the whole team 

Organisation: The players are criss cross throughout the 

penalty area. 

Directions 

- For the description of the technique, see the 

technique list. 

 
 

STEP 2.1 A: POSITIONING TO RECEIVE SIDEWAYS, THERE AND BACK IN A LINE 

 
Method 

A.Player 1 passes to player 2 

- Player 2 moves "to the left" to receive the ball. 

- Player 1 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 2 receives the ball with the inside of the left foot. 
 

B. Player 2 passes to player 1 

- Player 1 moves "to the right" to receive the ball. 

- Player 2 kicks the ball with the inside of the left foot. 

- Player 1 receives the ball with the inside of the right foot. 
 

C. Player 1 passes to player 2 

- The same as described under A, etc. 
 

Variation in execution: 

The same, but in reverse, with the other foot. 

Materials 

Players: 2 

Cones: 4 

Balls: 1 

Distance between the cones: 

under 9s: 8 yards 

under 10s: 10 yards 

under 11s: 12 yards 

under 18s: 15 yards 

Directions 

Positioning to receive: 

- Demand for the ball, after the player has received it. 
 

Receiving: 

- The ball must be in front of you, but within reach. 

- Maintain speed after receiving the ball, forthe next 

move. 

 
Kicking inside foot: 

- Pass the ball with the correct speed and on to the 

correct foot. 

- Anticipate well with feeling. 

- Follow through of the kicking leg. 

- Strike in the centre of the ball. 

- Tension in the foot. 



GAME FORM 2V2 

 
Method 

Two attackers keep possession against 2 defenders by a combination of 

passes or an individual action, followed by scoring in one of the opposite 

goals. 

 
After taking possession the defenders can then score in one of the opposite 

goals. 

 
Attention! 

If the ball goes off the field the other team starts the game. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 4 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 12 

Distance between cones: 

Under 8: 10yards by 15yards 

Under 10: 12yards by 18yards 

Under 12: 15yards by 20yards 

Under 14: 20yards by 25yards 

U-16 & U-18: 25yards by 30yards 

Goal: 4 (2 yards.) 

Directions 

Coaching by attack: 

- Spread out when in possession. 

- Dont go off-side. 

- Making choices on the ball( 1v1 or pass) 

- Taking into account that you switch by loss of 

possession and taking attacking position. 

 
Coaching by defense: 

- Ensure that you have a good view of both attackers 

when taking a defensive position. 

- Isolate the player in possession to the side of the 

field. 

- Make use of off-side rule. 

- Feign a pass, if it works decide then whether to 

continue past the defender or pass the ball. 

- Changing oponent after 10 minutes. 

 
 
 

GAME FORM 4V4 

 
Method 

Four attackers keep possession against 4 defenders by a combination of 

passes or an individual action, followed by scoring in one of the opposite 

goals. 

After taking possession the defenders may then score by dribbling the 

ball over the opposite base-line. 

 
Attention! 

If the ball goes off the field the other team starts the game. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 8 

Balls: 5 

Cones: 12 

Distance between cones: 

Under 8: 12yards by 18yards 

Under 10: 15yards by 20yards 

Under 12: 20yards by 25yards 

Under 14: 25yards by 30yards 

U-16 & U-18: 30yards by 

35yards Goal: 4 (2yards.) 

Directions 

Coaching by attack: 

- Team play from out of a diamond form. 

- Dont go off-side. 

- Making choices on the ball( 1v1 or pass) 

- Taking into account that you switch by loss of 

possession and taking attacking position. 

 
Coaching by defense: 

- Ensure that you have a good view of both attackers 

when taking a defensive position. 

- Isolate the player in possession to the side of the 

field. 

- Make use of off-side rule. 

- Be prepared to switch position after taking 

possession. 

- Feign a pass, if it works decide then whether to 

continue past the defender or pass the ball 

- Changing oponent after 10 minutes. 



U12-U15; Defensive; Group Line Zonal (Same Numbers); Session #2 

 

SPEED LADDER (2) 

 
Method 

This is a drill, in which the sideways forms are taught in the speed ladder. The drill builds 

up from coarse motor skills to fine motor skills. This means that within the running practice, 

it moves from skipping to skipping 45 degrees and then on to close footwork. 

 
Step 1a: Place two feet in the frame. (right) 

Step 1b: Place two feet in the frame. (left) 

Step 2a: Place four feet in the frame. (right) 

Step 2b: Place four feet in the frame. (left) 

Step 3a: Place one foot in the frame. (right) (side crossover) 

Step 3b: Place one foot in the frame. (left) (side crossover) 

 
 

Differentiation: 

For the side crossover, place two feet in each frame of the speed ladder. 
 

Attention! 

These forms can be taught playfully. 

Materials 

Number of players: the entire team 

Number of speed ladders: One, preferably two 

Number of cones: One 

 
Organisation: 

One situation whereby the group is behind the speed ladder, preferably two situations. 
 

Attention! 

Frequency adjustment: Your body must remain above your legs, the only thing that is adjusted 

is the speed of your feet. 

 
 
 

STEP 2.1 A: RECEIVING THE BALL, THERE AND BACK IN A LINE COMBINATION 

 
Method 

A.Player 1 passes to player 2 

- Player 2 moves to receive the ball as he chooses. 

- Player 1 kicks the ball with the inside of the right/left foot. 

- Player 2 receives the ball with the inside of the left/right foot. 
 

B. Player 2 passes to player 1 

- Player 1 moves to receive the ball as he chooses. 

- Player 2 kicks the ball with the inside of the left/right foot. 

- Player 1 receives the ball with the inside of the left/right foot. 
 

C. Player 1 passes to player 2 

- The same as described under A, etc. 
 

Variation in execution: 

The same, but in reverse, with the other foot. 

Materials 

Players: 2 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 4 

Distance between the cones: 

under 9s: 8 yards 

under 10s: 10 yards 

under 11s: 12 yards 

under 18s: 15 yards 

Directions 

Positioning to receive: 

- Demand for the ball, after the player has received it. 
 

Receiving: 

- The ball must be in front of you, but within reach. 

- Maintain speed after receiving the ball, for the next 

move. 

 
Kicking inside foot: 

- Pass the ball with the correct speed and on to the 

correct foot. 

- Anticipate well with feeling. 

- Follow through of the kicking leg. 

- Strike in the centre of the ball. 

- Tension in the foot. 



GAME FORM 3V3 

 
Method 

Three attackers keep possession against 3 defenders by a combination of 

passes or an individual action, followed by scoring in one of the opposite 

goals. 

 
After taking possession the defenders can then score in one of the opposite 

goals. 

 
Attention! If the ball goes off the field the other team starts the game. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 6 

Balls: lots 

Cones: 12 

Distance between cones: 

Under 8: 12yards by 18yards 

Under 10: 15yards by 20yards 

Under 12: 20yards by 25yards 

Under 14: 25yards by 30yards 

U-16 & U-18: 30yards by 35yards 

Goal: 4 (2 yards.) 

Directions 

Coaching by attack: 

- Spread out when in possession. 

- Dont go off-side. 

- Making choices on the ball( 1v1 or pass) 

- Taking into account that you switch by loss of 

possession and taking attacking position. 

 
Coaching by defense: 

- Ensure that you have a good view of both attackers 

when taking a defensive position. 

- Isolate the player in possession to the side of the 

field. 

- Make use of off-side rule. 

- Be prepared to switch position after taking 

possession. 

 
 
 

 

GAME FORM 5V5 

 
Method 

Five attackers keep possession against 5 defenders by a combination of 

passes or an individual action, followed by scoring in one of the opposite 

goals. 

After taking possession the defenders may then score by scoring in one of 

the opposite goals. 

 
Attention! 

If the ball goes off the field the other team starts the game. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 10 

Balls: 5 

Cones: 12 

Distance between cones: 

Under 8: 20yards by 25yards 

Under 10: 25yards by 30yards 

Under 12: 30yards by 35yards 

Under 14: 35yards by 40yards 

U-16 & U-18: 40yards by 

45yards Goal: 4 (2yards.) 

Directions 

Coaching by attack: 

- Team play from out of a diamond form. 

-Spread out when in possession. 

- Dont go off-side. 

- Making choices on the ball( 1v1 or pass) 

- Taking into account that you switch by loss of 

possession and taking attacking position. 

 
Coaching by defense: 

- close space where neccessary. 

- Make use of off-side rule. 

- Coaching each other.(the last player should take the 

initiative) 

- Be prepared to switch position after taking 

possession. 

- Feign a pass, if it works decide then whether to 

continue past the defender or pass the ball 

- Changing oponent after 10 minutes. 



U12-U15; Offensive; Penetration; Solving Player Surplus; Session #3 

 

OPPONENT IN FRONT OF YOU: IN A + SHAPE (INSIDE) 

 
Method 

The steps given below of the following techniques should be learned as you 

see fit, according to the time you have available to you. 

A. Player 1 dribbles toward the centre cone 

- Player 1 dribbles the ball with the outside of the right foot. Start the move 

with the inside of the right foot. 

 
B. Player 1 executes one of the moves given below: 

- Drag (Step 4A) 

- Akka (inside-front) (Step 3A) 

- Step out and take along (Step 5A) 

- Akka (inside-out) (Step 3A) 
 

C. Player 1 dribbles the ball to player 2 

- Player 1 dribbles the ball with the outside of the left foot to player 2. 

- Player 2 controls the ball and performs the same drill, but with the other leg. 
 

The same for players 4, 5 and 6. Variation: A double scissor by moving 

around the ball twice. Attention! Go through the given techniques as you see 

fit and use several lessons/organisational forms for this (the players must 

learn to master each technique sufficiently). 

Materials 

Players: 6 

Balls: 2 

Cones: 5 

Distance between the cones: 10 yards 
 

Rotation: Player 1 takes the place of player 2. Then 

player 2 performs the drill with the other leg, in the 

opposite direction. Then this player takes 

the place of player 3, etc. 

Directions 

- For the description of the technique, see the 

technique list. 



A. WALL PASS (ONE-TWO) OR TECHNIQUE; OPPONENT NEXT TO YOU 

 
Method 

Execute the technique with an opponent next to you. 

Execute the following drills separate from each other: 

- Execute a technique to pass an opponent next to you. 

- Execute a wall pass to pass an opponent next to you. 

- Choose to execute a wall pass or to execute one of the given techniques, 

with an opponent next to you. 

 
Techniques to be executed: 

- The change of direction (Step 5) 

- The step over (Step 6) 
 

A. Player 1 passes the ball to player 2 

B. Player 2 dribbles the ball to the centre cone and player 3 runs along 

with him. 

C. Player 2 makes a choice: he passes the ball to player 1 for a 1 : 2 or he 

passes player 3 with one of the techniques given above. 

D. Player 2 dribbles or walks on to receive the ball. 

E. Player 2 dribbles the ball over the goal line. 
 

Attention! 

Go through the given techniques as you see fit and use several 

lessons/organisational forms for this (the players must learn to master 

each technique sufficiently). Start introducing a passive defender 

Materials 

Players: 3 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 6 

Distance between the cones: 10 yards 

Rotation: 

Player 1 takes over from player 3. 

Player 3 takes over from player 2. 

Player 2 takes over from player 1 and now begins the 

drill. Etc. 

Directions 

- For the description of the technique, see the 

technique list. 

- The defender (player 3) may use the entire square 

to defend it. 

- Player 1 may only Demand for the ball on the touch 

line. 



LINE DRIBBLE 4V3 WITHOUT GOAL 

 
Method 

i.e. that 4 players keep possession against 3 defenders by a combination of 

passes and an individual action, eventually scoring by dribbling the ball 

over the base-line. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 8 (7 + 1) 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 4 

Distance between cones: 

Under 10: 25yards by 20yards 

Under 12: 30yards by 25yards 

U-14,U-16 & U-18: 35yards by 30yards 
 

Organization: 

There are 7 players in the field & 1 defender (tag-mate) 

off field. After the defender has taken possession of the 

ball he must first pass the ball to his tag-mate to change 

positions. 

Directions 

Coaching attackers: 

- The combination play from out of the diamond form 

must ensure that player nr. 3 remains the free-man. 

-Creating a two against one situation. 

-Keeping the two outside players as wide and deep 

as possible. 

 
Coaching defenders: 

-tightening position where necessary. 

- Coaching each other when defending (the last 

player should take the initiative) 



GAME FORM 7V7 + 2 KEEPERS 

 
Method 

Seven attackers keep possession against 7 defenders by a combination 

of passes or an individual action, followed by scoring in the opposite goal. 

After taking possession the defenders may then follow by scoring in the 

opposite goal. 

 
Attention! 

If the ball goes off the field the other team starts the game. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players:14 +2keepers 

Balls: 5 

Cones: 4 

Distance between cones: 

Under 8: 40yards by 35yards 

Under 10: 40yards by 35yards 

Under 12: 45yards by 40yards 

Under 14: 50yards by 45yards 

U-16 & U-18: 55yards by 50yards 

Goal: 2 

U-8 &U-10: 5 by 2 

U-12,U-14,U-16 & U-18: 7.32 by 2.44 

Directions 

Coaching by attack: 

- Team-play from a 1-3-1-3 formation. 

- Spread out when in possession. 

- Dont go off-side. 

- Making choices on the ball( 1v1 or pass) 

- Taking into account that you switch by loss of 

possession and taking attacking position. 

 
Coaching by defense: 

- close space where neccessary. 

- Make use of off-side rule. 

- Coaching each other.(the last player should take the 

initiative) 

- Be prepared to switch position after taking 

possession. 

 
Coaching keepers: 

- Always prepared to receive the ball when your team 

is in possession. 

- Coaching your team-mates when defending. 
 

Remarks: 

- By a sharp practice you are allowed to hit the ball 

freely. 

- Accentuate on: Individual action, scoring under 

pressure, rapid switching, and conditional (Anaerobic 

Lactic)/ mental factors. 

- Organization, pay attention to: Enough balls around 

the field, hard and sharp coaching. 



U12-U15; Defensive; Man to Man; Session #1 

REACTION-ACTION 

 
Method 

This is a drill for the entire team. The entire team sits/lies on the goal line of the penalty area. 

When the coach calls out (for example “GO”) the players get up and accelerate to the other 

side. 

 
Differentiation: 

For this game you may vary the starting position, for instance, sitting on their bottoms, lying on 

their stomachs, lying on their side (first one, then the other), or lying on their backs. 

Be creative! 
 

Attention! 

These are introduction forms to the running practice. 

Materials 

Number of players: the entire team. 
 

Organisation: 

Goal line penalty area. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

STEP 2.1 A: THERE AND BACK (THE SAME FOOT) IN A LINE 

 
Method 

A. Player 1 passes to player 2 

- Player 1 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 2 controls the ball with the inside of the right foot. 
 

B. Player 2 passes to player 1 

- Player 2 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 1 receives the ball with the inside of the right foot, etc. 
 

Variation in execution: The same, receiving with the left foot and kicking with 

the left foot. 

Materials 

Players: 2 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 2 

Distance between the cones: 

under 9s: 8 yards 

under 10s: 10 yards 

under 11s: 12 yards 

under 18s: 15 yards 

Directions 

Receiving: 

- The ball must be in front of you, but within reach. 

- Maintain speed after receiving the ball, for the next 

move. 

 
Kicking inside foot: 

- Pass the ball with the correct speed and on to the 

correct foot. 

- Anticipate well with feeling. 

- Follow through of the kicking leg. 

- Strike in the centre of the ball. 

- Tension in the foot. 



LINE DRIBBLE 1V1 

 
Method 

One attacker keeps possession against 1 defender by an individual 

action, eventually dribbling the ball over the opposite base-line. 

After taking possession the defender can then score on the opposite side. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 2 

Balls: 3 

Cones: 8 

Distance between cones: 

Under 8: 12yards by 8yards 

Under 10: 15yards by 10yards 

Under 12: 18yards by 12yards 

Under 14: 20yards by 15yards 

U-16 & U-18: 25yards by 20yards 

Directions 

Coaching attackers: 

- making both left and right actions past a player (duel) 

- Taking into account that you switch by loss of 

possession and taking attacking position. 

 
Coaching defenders: 

- Isolate the player in possession to the side of the 

field. 

- Looking for the right moment to take possession of 

the ball. 



GAME FORM 2V2+ 2 KEEPERS 

 
Method 

Two attackers keep possession against 2 defenders by a combination of 

passes or an individual action, followed by scoring in the opposite goal. 

After taking possession the defenders can then score in the opposite goal. 

Attention! 

If the ball goes off the field the other team starts the game. 
 

Drill variation: 

Three teams of 2 players and 1 keeper. 

The team that scores holds possession and starts again with the keeper. 

The third team ensures supply of the balls. 

If the ball goes off the field the other team starts the game. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players:4(6)+2(3) keepers 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 4 

Distance between cones: 

Under 8: 18yards by 12yards 

Under 10: 20yards by 15yards 

Under 12: 25yards by 20yards 

Under 14: 25yards by 20yards 

U-16 & U-18: 30yards by 25yards 

Goal: 2 

U-8 &U-10: 5 by 2 

U-12,U-14,U-16 & U-18: 7.32 by 2.44 
 

Rotation: 

The winning team stays but the losing team rotates with 

the third team. 

If nobody scores after 3 minutes then the team that has 

been on the longest rotates with the third team. 

Directions 

Coaching by attack: 

- Spread out when in possession. 

- Dont go off-side. 

- Making choices on the ball( 1v1 or pass) 

- Taking into account that you switch by loss of 

possession and taking attacking position. 

 
Coaching by defense: 

- Ensure that you have a good view of both 

attackers when taking a defensive position. 

- Isolate the player in possession to the side of the 

field. 

- Make use of off-side rule. 

- Remembering to switch after taking possession. 

- Feign a pass, if it works decide then whether 

to continue past the defender or pass the ball. 

- Changing oponent after 10 minutes. 
 

Coaching keepers: 

- Always prepared to receive the ball when your team 

is in possession. 

- Coaching your team-mates when defending. 
 

Remarks: 

- By a sharp practice you are allowed to hit the ball 

freely. 

- Accentuate on: Individual action, scoring under 

pressure, rapid switching, and conditional (Anaerobic 

Lactic)/ mental factors. 

- Organization, pay attention to:Enough balls around 

the field, hard and sharp coaching. 



U12-U15; OFFENSIVE; INDIVIDUAL; SESSION #1 
 

MASTER MOVES WITH SIGNAL (1) 

 
Method 

Drills in which the steps of the techniques given below, matched with a 

number (1,2,3,4 etc.) or a name, must be executed with or around the 

ball. 

 
- The scissor and Pirouette (Step 1) 

- Step out and take along (Step 1) 

- The Stepover and The Change of Direction (Step 1) 

- The inside cut (Step 1) 

- The Fake (Step 1) 
 

Attention! 

Only use this if the players are familiar with the given techniques. 

Materials 

Players: 1-8 

Balls: 1 ball per player 

Cones: 4 The cones form a rectangle of 10 by 8 yards 
 

Organisation: 

The players stand crisscross throughout the field. The 

coach first gives an idea of the drill and then checks the 

execution. 

Directions 

For the description of the technique, see the 

technique list. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

STEP 2.1 A: THERE AND BACK (THE SAME FOOT) IN A LINE/FLOW FORM 

 
Method 

A. Player 1 passes to player 2 

- Player 1 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 2 controls the ball with the inside of the right foot. 
 

B. Player 2 passes to player 3 

- Player 2 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 3 receives the ball with the inside of the right foot, etc. 
 

Variation in execution: 

The same, receiving with the left foot and kicking with the left foot. 

Materials 

Players: 3-4 

Cones: 2 

Balls: 1 Distance between the cones: 

under 8s: 8 yards 1st year 

under 10s: 10 yards 2nd year 

under 10s: 12 yards 

under 18s: 15 yards 
 

Rotation: 

After passing, the player follows the ball on to the next 

cone. 

A1. Player 1 joins the back of the line of player 2. 

B1. Player 2 joins the back of the line of player 1, etc. 

Directions 

Receiving: 

- The ball must be in front of you, but within reach. 

- Maintain speed after receiving the ball, for the next 

move. 

 
Kicking inside foot: 

- Pass the ball with the correct speed and on to the 

correct foot. 

- Anticipate well with feeling. 

- Follow through of the kicking leg. 

- Strike in the centre of the ball. 

- Tension in the foot. 



A. OPPONENT IN FRONT OF YOU: IN A RECTANGLE (OUTSIDE) 

 
Method 

The steps given below of the following techniques should be learned as you 

see fit, according to the time you have available to you. 

 
A. Player 1 dribbles toward the centre cone 

- Player 1 dribbles the ball with the outside of the right foot. 

- Player 2 offers passive pressure by slowly walking toward player 1. 
 

B. Player 1 executes one of the moves given below: 

- Scissor (Step 5B) 

- Akka (outside-in) (Step 3B) 
 

C. Player 1 passes to player 2 

- Player 1 kicks the ball with the inside of the left foot. 

- Player 2 controls the ball with the inside of the right foot. 
 

Variation in execution: 

A double scissor by moving the foot around the ball twice. 

Materials 

Players: 3 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 6 

Distance between the cones: 10 yards 
 

Rotation: 

after passing to player 3, player 1 changes places with 

player 

2. Then player 3 changes places with player 1, after he 

has executed the drill in the opposite direction and with 

the other foot, etc. 

Directions 

- For the description of the technique, see the 

technique list. 

 
 
 

LINE DRIBBLE 4V4 

 
Method 

Four attackers keep possession against 4 defenders by a combination of 

passes or an individual action, eventually scoring by dribbling the ball over 

the opposite base-line. 

After taking possession the defenders may then score by dribbling the ball 

over the opposite base-line. 

 
Attention! 

The attackers may not go off-side. The off-side line is stipulated by the last 

defender. (applies only to 11v11 teams) 

If the ball goes off the field the other team starts the game. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 8 

Balls: 3 

Cones: 8 

Distance between cones: 

Under 8: 20yards by 15yards 

Under 10: 25yards by 20yards 

Under 12: 30yards by 25yards 

Under 14: 35yards by 30yards 

U-16 & U-18: 40yards by 35yards 

Directions 

Coaching by attack: 

- Team play from out of a diamond form. 

- Creating a two against one situation. 

- Keeping the two outside players as wide and deep 

as possible. 

- Taking into account that you switch by loss of 

possession and taking attacking position. 

 
Coaching by defense: 

- close space where neccessary. 

- Make use of off-side rule. 

- Coaching each other (the last player should take the 

initiative) 

- Be prepared to switch position after taking 

possession. 



U12-U15; OFFENSIVE; INDIVIDUAL; SESSION #2 
 

BALL MAGICIAN 

 
Method 

Drills in which the players must execute the steps of 

the techniques on the spot / in forward direction. The player holds a ball in 

his hands which he must place in different positions along his body, at the 

coach's signal. 

 
1. Running technique (Step 1, 2, 3 en 4) 

2. Skipping ( Step 1, 2, 3 en 4) 

3. Heel flicks (Step 1 en 2) 
 

Attention! 

This drill can also be executed as a learning form. By holding the ball in 

different positions the stability of the player's torso is tested. (Stability of the 

torso: keeping the upper body still.) 

Materials 

Players: 15 

Cones: 0 

Balls: 15 
 

Organisation: 

The players are crisscross throughout the penalty area. 

Directions 

- For the description of the technique, see the 

technique list. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

STEP 2.1 A: RECEIVING THE BALL, THERE AND BACK (THE OPPOSITE FOOT) IN A LINE/FLOWFORM 

 
Method 

A. Player 1 passes the ball to player 2 

- Player 2 moves "forward" to receive the ball. 

- Player 1 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 2 receives the ball with the inside of the left foot. 
 

B. Player 2 passes the ball to player 3 

- Player 3 moves "forward" to receive the ball. 

- Player 2 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 3 receives the ball with the inside of the left foot, etc. 
 

Variation in execution: The same, receiving with the right foot and 

kicking with the left. 

 
Variation in positioning to receive: Backward To the right To the left 

Materials 

Players: 3-4 

Cones: 2 

Balls: 1 

Distance between the cones: 

under 9s: 8 yards 

under 10s: 10 yards 

under 11s: 12 yards 

under 18s: 15 yards 

 
Rotation: After passing, the player follows the ball on to 

the next cone. 

A1. Player 1 joins the back of the line of player 2. 

B1. Player 2 joins the back of the line of player 1, etc. 

Directions 

Positioning to receive: 

- Demand for the ball, after the player has received it. 
 

Receiving: 

- The ball must be in front of you, but within reach. 

- Maintain speed after receiving the ball, to execute 

the next move. 

 
Kicking inside foot: 

- Pass the ball with the correct speed and on to the 

correct foot. 

- Anticipate well with feeling. 

- Follow through of the kicking leg. 

- Strike in the centre of the ball. 

- Tension in the foot. 



OPPONENT FROM THE SIDE: IN A RECTANGLE 

 
Method 

The steps given below of the following techniques should be learned as you 

see fit, according to the time you have available to you. 

 
A. Player 1 dribbles toward the centre cone 

- Player 1 dribbles the ball with the outside of the right foot. 

- Player 2 approaches player 1 as an opponent, level with the centre right 

cone. 

 
B. Player 1 executes one of the moves given below: 

- 2x The outside cut (Step 4B) 

- Pirouette (Step 6B) 

- The stroke-cut behind the standing leg (Step 5B) 

- The Fake (Step 5B) 
 

C. Player 1 passes to player 2 

- Player 1 kicks the ball with the inside of the left foot. 

- Player 2 controls the ball with the inside of the right foot. 
 

Attention! 

Go through the given techniques as you see fit and use several 

lessons/organisational forms for this (the players must learn to master each 

technique sufficiently). 

Materials 

Players: 3 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 6 

Distance between the cones: 10 yards 
 

Rotation: 

Player 1 becomes the opponent and after he has passed 

the ball to player 3, he takes the place of player 2. 

Player 2 then takes the place of player 1. 

Player 3 now has the ball and begins the drill, but with 

the other foot and in the opposite direction, etc. 

Directions 

- For the description of the technique, see the 

technique list. 



GAME FORM 4V4 (2) 

 
Method 

Four attackers keep possession against 4 defenders by a combination of 

passes or an individual action, followed by scoring in the opposite goal. 

After taking possession the defenders may then score by dribbling the 

ball over the opposite base-line. 

 
Attention! 

If the ball goes off the field the other team starts the game. 
 

Drill variation: 

With three teams, changing at your own discretion. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players:8(12)+2(3) keepers 

Balls:5 

Cones: 4 

Distance between cones: 

Under 8: 25yards by 20yards 

Under 10: 30yards by 25yards 

 
Goal: 2 

U-8 &U-10: 5 by 2 
 
 
 

Rotation: 

The winning team stays but the losing team rotates with 

the third team. 

If nobody scores after 2 minutes then the team that has 

been on the longest rotates with the third team. 

Directions 

Coaching by attack: 

- The combination play from out of the diamond form 

making use of the free position of the keeper.(extra 

man situation) 

- Creating a two against one situation. 

- Keeping the two outside players as wide and deep 

as possible. . 

- Taking into account that you switch by loss of 

possession and taking attacking position. 

 
Coaching by defense: 

- close space where neccessary. 

- Coaching each other (the last player should take 

the initiative) 

- Be prepared to switch position after taking 

possession. 

 
Coaching keepers: 

- Always prepared to receive the ball when your team 

is in possession. 

- Coaching your team-mates when defending 
 

Remarks: 

- By a sharp practice you are allowed to hit the ball 

freely. 

- Accentuate on: Individual action, scoring under 

pressure, rapid switching, 

- Organization, pay attention to: Enough balls around 

the field, hard and sharp coaching. 



U12-U15; OFFENSIVE; INDIVIDUAL; SESSION #3 
 

OPPONENT NEXT TO YOU: IN A LINE 

 
Method 

The steps given below of the following techniques should be learned as you 

see fit, according to the time you have available to you. 

A. The player dribbles the ball toward the opposite cone 

- The player dribbles the ball with the outside of the right foot. 
 

B. The player executes the move given below: 

- The change of direction (Step 3) 
 

C. The player dribbles on and repeats this step until the cone. The same on 

the way back. 

 
Attention! Go through the given techniques as you see fit and use several 

lessons/organisational forms for this (the players must learn to master each 

technique sufficiently). 

Materials 

Players: all 

Balls: 1 ball per player 

Cones: 4 

Distance between the cones: 15 yards 
 

Rotation: The same, but now with the other foot. 

Directions 

- For the description of the technique, see the 

technique list. 



STEP 2.5 B: RECEIVING-OPENING, UP TO 45º IN A TRIANGLE 

 
Method 

A. Player 1 passes to player 2 

- Player 2 moves "forward" to receive the ball. 

- Player 1 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 2 is open to receive the ball with the inside of the right foot. 
 

B. Player 2 passes to player 1 

- The same as described under A, etc. 
 

C. Player 1 passes to player 

- The same as described under A, etc. 
 

D. Player 3 passes to player 2 

- The same as described under A, etc. 
 

E. Player 2 passes to player 3 

- Player 3 moves "to the right" to receive the ball. 

- Player 2 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 3 stands open to receive the ball with the inside of the right foot 

and dribbles the ball to the next cone, etc. 

F. Player 3 begins the drill again 

Variation in execution: 

- The same, but now executed in the opposite direction. 

- The same, receiving with the left foot and kicking with the left foot. 

Materials 

Players: 6-10 

Cones: 4 

Balls: 1 

Distance between the cones: 

under 11s: 12 yards 

under 18s: 15 yards 
 

Rotation: After passing the ball, each player moves on to 

the next cone and takes over the position from the 

previous player. 

Directions 

Positioning to receive: 

- Demand for the ball, after the player has received it. 
 

Receiving: 

- The ball must be in front of you, but within reach. 

- Maintain speed after receiving the ball, to execute 

the next move. 

- Receive standing open, in the direction of play. 
 

Kicking inside foot: 

- Pass the ball with the correct speed and on to the 

correct foot. 

- Anticipate well with feeling. 

- Follow through of the kicking leg. 

- Strike in the centre of the ball. 

- Tension in the foot. 



A. OPPONENT NEXT TO YOU: IN A RECTANGLE 

 
Method 

The step given below of the following technique should be learned as you 

see fit, according to the time you have available to you. 

 
A. Player 1 dribbles toward the centre cone 

- Player 1 dribbles the ball with the outside of the right foot. 

- Player 2 is the opponent and offers passive pressure to player 1 

by running alongside him. 

 
B. Player 1 performs the move 

- The change of direction (Step 4B) 

- The step over (Step 5B) 
 

C. Player 1 passes to player 

- Player 1 kicks the ball with the inside of the left foot. 

- Player 3 receives the ball with the inside of the right foot. 
 

Attention! 

If you start the move with the left foot over the ball, you must also dribble the 

ball with your left foot. 

 
Attention! 

Go through the given techniques as you see fit and use several 

lessons/organisational forms for this (the players must learn to 

master each technique sufficiently). 

Materials 

Players: 3 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 6 

Distance between the cones: 10 yards 
 

Rotation: 

- Player 1 becomes the opponent and after he has 

passed the 

ball to player 3, he takes the place next to player 3. 

Player 3 now has the ball and begins the drill, but with 

the other foot and in the opposite direction. After he has 

passed the ball to player 2, he takes the place of player 

2, etc. 

Directions 

- For the description of the technique, see the 

technique list. 



LINE DRIBBLE 3V3 

 
Method 

Three attackers keep possession against 3 defenders by a combination of 

passes or an individual action, eventually scoring by dribbling the ball over 

the opposite base-line. 

 
After taking possession the defenders may then score by dribbling the ball 

over the opposite base-line. 

 
Attention! 

The attackers may not go off-side. The off-side line is stipulated by the last 

defender. (applies only to 11v11 teams) 

If the ball goes off the field the other team starts the game. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 6 

Balls: 3 

Cones: 8 

Distance between cones: 

Under 8: 18yards by 12yards 

Under 10: 20yards by 15yards 

Under 12: 25yards by 20yards 

Under 14: 30yards by 25yards 

U-16 & U-18: 35yards by 30yards 

Directions 

Coaching by attack: 

- Spread out when in possession. 

- Dont go off-side. 

- Making choices on the ball( 1v1 or pass) 

- Taking into account that you switch by loss of 

possession and taking attacking position. 

 
Coaching by defense: 

- Ensure that you have a good view of both attackers 

when taking a defensive position. 

- Isolate the player in possession to the side of the 

field. 

- Make use of off-side rule. 

- Be prepared to switch position after taking 

possession. 



U12-U15; OFFENSIVE; INDIVIDUAL; SESSION #4 
 

SPEED LADDER (2) 

 
Method 

This is a drill, in which the sideways forms are taught in the speed ladder. The drill builds 

up from coarse motor skills to fine motor skills. This means that within the running practice, 

it moves from skipping to skipping 45 degrees and then on to close footwork. 

 
Step 1a: Place two feet in the frame. (right) 

Step 1b: Place two feet in the frame. (left) 

Step 2a: Place four feet in the frame. (right) 

Step 2b: Place four feet in the frame. (left) 

Step 3a: Place one foot in the frame. (right) (side crossover) 

Step 3b: Place one foot in the frame. (left) (side crossover) 

 
 

Differentiation: 

For the side crossover, place two feet in each frame of the speed ladder. 
 

Attention! 

These forms can be taught playfully. 

Materials 

Number of players: the entire team 

Number of speed ladders: One, preferably two 

Number of cones: One 

 
Organisation: 

One situation whereby the group is behind the speed ladder, preferably two situations. 
 

Attention! 

Frequency adjustment: Your body must remain above your legs, the only thing that is adjusted 

is the speed of your feet. 



STEP 2.5 C: RECEIVING-OPENING, UP TO 90º IN A + SHAPE (1) 

 
Method 

A. Player 1 passes to player 2 

- Player 2 moves "forward" to receive the ball. 

- Player 1 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 2 is open to receive the ball with the inside of the right foot. 
 

B. Player 2 passes to player 1 

- Player 1 moves "to the right" to receive the ball. 

- Player 2 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 1 receives the ball with the inside of the right foot. 
 

C. Player 1 passes to player 

- The same as described under A, etc. 
 

D. Player 3 dribbles the ball around the cone to player 4 

- Player 3 goes behind player 4. 
 

E. Player 4 begins the drill again. 
 

F. Players 5, 6, 7 and 8 

- The same as described under A. B. C. and D., etc. 
 

Variation in execution: 

The same, receiving with the left foot and kicking with the left foot. 

The same, but now executed in the opposite direction. 

Materials 

Players:8-10 

Cones: 5 

Balls: 4 

Distance between the cones: 

under 11s: 12 yards 

under 18s: 15 yards 
 

Rotation: After passing the ball, each player moves on to 

the next cone and takes over the position from the 

previous player. 

Directions 

Positioning to receive: 

- Demand for the ball, after the player has received it. 
 

Receiving: 

- The ball must be in front of you, but within reach. 

- Maintain speed after receiving the ball, to execute 

the next move. 

- Receive standing open, in the direction of play. 
 

Kicking inside foot: 

- Pass the ball with the correct speed and on to the 

correct foot. 

- Anticipate well with feeling. 

- Follow through of the kicking leg. 

- Strike in the centre of the ball. 

- Tension in the foot. 



OPPONENT BEHIND YOU: IN A RECTANGLE 

 
Method 

The steps given below of the following techniques should be learned as you 

see fit, according to the time you have available to you. 

 
A. Player 1 passes to player 2 

- Player 1 kicks the ball with the inside of the foot. 

- Player 3 approaches player 2 as an opponent, level with the middle of the 

centre cones. 

- Player 2 controls the ball with the inside of the right foot. 
 

B. Player 1 executes one of the moves given below: 

- The inside outside turn away (Step 5) 

- The outside cut (Step 4B) 

- The step over (Step 5B) 
 

C. Player 1 dribbles the ball to player 3 

- Player 1 dribbles the ball to the opposite side with the outside of the left foot. 

Materials 

Players: 3 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 6 

Distance between the cones: 10 yards 
 

Rotation: 

- After passing to player 2, player 1 stands still. 

Player 2 dribbles to the spot level with the cones 

opposite and takes the place of player 3. Player 3 stands 

in the centre. 

- Player 2 now performs the drill, but with the other foot 

and in the opposite direction, etc. 

Directions 

- For the description of the technique, see the 

technique list. 

 
 
 

LINE DRIBBLE 4V3 WITHOUT GOAL 

 
Method 

i.e. that 4 players keep possession against 3 defenders by a combination of 

passes and an individual action, eventually scoring by dribbling the ball 

over the base-line. 

 
Attention! 

The 4 players may not go off-side. The off-side line is stipulated by the 

defender. (applies only to 11v11 teams) 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 8 (7 + 1) 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 4 

Distance between cones: 

Under 10: 25yards by 20yards 

Under 12: 30yards by 25yards 

U-14,U-16 & U-18: 35yards by 30yards 
 

Organization: 

There are 7 players in the field & 1 defender (tag-mate) 

off field. After the defender has taken possession of the 

ball he must first pass the ball to his tag-mate to change 

positions. 

Directions 

Coaching attackers: 

- The combination play from out of the diamond form 

must ensure that player nr. 3 remains the free-man. 

-Creating a two against one situation. 

-Keeping the two outside players as wide and deep 

as possible. 

 
Coaching defenders: 

-tightening position where neccessary. 

-Make use of off-side rule. 

- Coaching each other when defending (the last 

player should take the initiative) 



U12-U15; Defensive; Individual; Session #1 

REACTION-ACTION 

 
Method 

This is a drill for the entire team. The entire team sits/lies on the goal line of the penalty area. 

When the coach calls out (for example “GO”) the players get up and accelerate to the other 

side. 

 
Differentiation: 

For this game you may vary the starting position, for instance, sitting on their bottoms, lying on 

their stomachs, lying on their side (first one, then the other), or lying on their backs. 

Be creative! 
 

Attention! 

These are introduction forms to the running practice. 

Materials 

Number of players: the entire team. 
 

Organisation: 

Goal line penalty area. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

STEP 2.1 A: THERE AND BACK (THE SAME FOOT) IN A LINE 

 
Method 

A. Player 1 passes to player 2 

- Player 1 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 2 controls the ball with the inside of the right foot. 
 

B. Player 2 passes to player 1 

- Player 2 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 1 receives the ball with the inside of the right foot, etc. 
 

Variation in execution: The same, receiving with the left foot and kicking with 

the left foot. 

Materials 

Players: 2 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 2 

Distance between the cones: 

under 9s: 8 yards 

under 10s: 10 yards 

under 11s: 12 yards 

under 18s: 15 yards 

Directions 

Receiving: 

- The ball must be in front of you, but within reach. 

- Maintain speed after receiving the ball, for the next 

move. 

 
Kicking inside foot: 

- Pass the ball with the correct speed and on to the 

correct foot. 

- Anticipate well with feeling. 

- Follow through of the kicking leg. 

- Strike in the centre of the ball. 

- Tension in the foot. 



GAME FORM 2V2 

 
Method 

Two attackers keep possession against 2 defenders by a combination of 

passes or an individual action, followed by scoring in one of the opposite 

goals. 

 
After taking possession the defenders can then score in one of the opposite 

goals. 

 
Attention! 

If the ball goes off the field the other team starts the game. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 4 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 12 

Distance between cones: 

Under 8: 10yards by 15yards 

Under 10: 12yards by 18yards 

Under 12: 15yards by 20yards 

Under 14: 20yards by 25yards 

U-16 & U-18: 25yards by 30yards 

Goal: 4 (2 yards.) 

Directions 

Coaching by attack: 

- Spread out when in possession. 

- Dont go off-side. 

- Making choices on the ball( 1v1 or pass) 

- Taking into account that you switch by loss of 

possession and taking attacking position. 

 
Coaching by defense: 

- Ensure that you have a good view of both attackers 

when taking a defensive position. 

- Isolate the player in possession to the side of the 

field. 

- Make use of off-side rule. 

- Feign a pass, if it works decide then whether to 

continue past the defender or pass the ball. 

- Changing opponent after 10 minutes. 

 
 
 

GAME FORM 4V4 

 
Method 

Four attackers keep possession against 4 defenders by a combination of 

passes or an individual action, followed by scoring in one of the opposite 

goals. 

After taking possession the defenders may then score by dribbling the 

ball over the opposite base-line. 

 
Attention! 

If the ball goes off the field the other team starts the game. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 8 

Balls: 5 

Cones: 12 

Distance between cones: 

Under 8: 12yards by 18yards 

Under 10: 15yards by 20yards 

Under 12: 20yards by 25yards 

Under 14: 25yards by 30yards 

U-16 & U-18: 30yards by 

35yards Goal: 4 (2yards.) 

Directions 

Coaching by attack: 

- Team play from out of a diamond form. 

- Dont go off-side. 

- Making choices on the ball( 1v1 or pass) 

- Taking into account that you switch by loss of 

possession and taking attacking position. 

 
Coaching by defense: 

- Ensure that you have a good view of both attackers 

when taking a defensive position. 

- Isolate the player in possession to the side of the 

field. 

- Make use of off-side rule. 

- Be prepared to switch position after taking 

possession. 

- Feign a pass, if it works decide then whether to 

continue past the defender or pass the ball 

- Changing oponent after 10 minutes. 



U12-U15; Defensive; Individual; Session #2 

STICK RUN TAG 

 
Method 

For this drill the players are divided into 2 groups of 6 players each and stand opposite each 

other on either side of the “stick course”. 

At the end of both courses are two different coloured cones, with on either side of them 

another cone at a 10 metre distance. 

All the players start the stick course at the same time (a faultless run, otherwise they must start 

again). 

The one to arrive first touches a cone and then chooses a direction. 

The one to arrive last must try to catch up with the other players and tag them, after he has 

touched the cone. 

 
Attention! 

Once the stick run has been mastered, attention can be turned to speed. 

Materials 

Number of players: 12 

Number of cones: 24 

 
Organisation: 

De players stand opposite each other at a distance of 20 to 25 metres. 

The distances in the stick run must be the same. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

STEP 2.1 A: THERE AND BACK (THE SAME FOOT) IN A LINE/FLOW FORM 

 
Method 

A. Player 1 passes to player 2 

- Player 1 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 2 controls the ball with the inside of the right foot. 
 

B. Player 2 passes to player 3 

- Player 2 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 3 receives the ball with the inside of the right foot, etc. 
 

Variation in execution: 

The same, receiving with the left foot and kicking with the left foot. 

Materials 

Players: 3-4 

Cones: 2 

Balls: 1 Distance between the cones: 

under 8s: 8 yards 1st year 

under 10s: 10 yards 2nd year 

under 10s: 12 yards 

under 18s: 15 yards 
 

Rotation: 

After passing, the player follows the ball on to the next 

cone. 

A1. Player 1 joins the back of the line of player 2. 

B1. Player 2 joins the back of the line of player 1, etc. 

Directions 

Receiving: 

- The ball must be in front of you, but within reach. 

- Maintain speed after receiving the ball, for the next 

move. 

 
Kicking inside foot: 

- Pass the ball with the correct speed and on to the 

correct foot. 

- Anticipate well with feeling. 

- Follow through of the kicking leg. 

- Strike in the centre of the ball. 

- Tension in the foot. 



LINE DRIBBLE 2V1 WITHOUT GOAL 

 
Method 

i.e. that 2 players keep possession against 1 defender by a combination of 

passes and an individual action, eventually scoring by dribbling the ball 

over the base-line. 

 
Attention! 

The 2 players may not go off-side. The off-side line is stipulated by the 

defender. (applies only to 11v11 teams) 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 4 (3+1) 

Balls : 1 

Cones : 4 

Distance between cones: 

Under 8: 15yards by 10yards 

Under 10: 18yards by 12yards 

Under 12: 20yards by 15yards 

U-14,U-16 & U-18: 25yards by 20yards 
 

Organization: 

There are 3 players in the field & 1 defender (tag-mate) 

off field. After the defender has taken possession of the 

ball he must first pass the ball to his tag-mate to change 

positions. 

Directions 

Coaching attackers: 

- spread out in ball possession 

- prevent off-side 

- make quick decisions while on the ball (1v1 or pass) 

- When taking an attacking position keep into account 

that reorientation of position by loss of possession. 

 
Coaching defenders: 

- Keep in mind that you keep an overview of both 

attackers when taking a defensive position. 

- Isolating the attacker in possession to the side of the 

field. 

- Make use of the off-side rule. 

 
 
 

 

LINE DRIBBLE 3V2 WITHOUT GOAL 

 
Method 

i.e. that 3 players keep possession against 2 defenders by a combination of 

passes and an individual action, eventually scoring by dribbling the ball 

over the base-line. 

 
Attention! 

The 3 players may not go off-side. The off-side line is stipulated by the 

defender. (applies only to 11v11 teams) 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 6 ( 5 + 1) 

Balls: 3 

Cones: 4 

Distance between cones: 

Under 10: 20yards by 15yards 

Under 12: 25yards by 20yards 

U-14,U-16 & U-18: 30yards by 25yards Goal: 3 by 1 
 

Organization: 

There are 5 players in the field & 1 defender (tag-mate) 

off field. After the defender has taken possession of the 

ball he must first pass the ball to his tag-mate to change 

positions. 

Directions 

Coaching attackers: 

- broadening of positions by the attackers 

- Keep depth in the game, be aware of off-side, but 

be prepared to switch positions by loss of possession. 

- The position of the middle player is the 'key man' 

and is able to go into action at the correct moment. 

 
Coaching defenders: 

- tightening position where neccessary. 

- Make use of off-side rule. 

- Coaching each other when defending (the last 

player should take the initiative) 



U12-U15; Defensive; Group Line Zonal (Outnumbered); Session #1 

MONKEY SEE, MONKEY DO 

 
Method 

Drills whereby the player(s) execute the steps of the techniques given below 

in forward, backward and sideways directions. They must follow the 

movements of the coach. 

 
1. Running technique (Step 3, 4) 

2. Skipping (Step 4) 

3. Heel flicks (Step 2) 

4. Side slides (Step 4) 

5. Side crossovers (Step 4) 

6. High knees in to out (Step 2) 

7. High knees out to in (Step 2) 
 

Attention! 

Only execute this exercise when the players have mastered the techniques 

given. 

Materials 

Players: 10 

Cones: 0 
 

Organisation: 

The coach stands in front of the group. The players are 

in rows of three behind each other. 

Directions 

- For the description of the technique, see the 

technique list. 

 
 
 

 

STEP 2.1 B: POSITIONING TO RECEIVE, UP TO 45º (THE SAME FOOT) IN A TRIANGLE 

 
Method 

A. Player 1 passes to player 2 

- Player 2 moves "to the left" to receive the ball. 

- Player 1 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 2 is open to receive the ball with the inside of the right foot. 
 

B. Player 2 passes to player 3 

- Player 3 moves "to the left" to receive the ball. 

- Player 2 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 3 stands open to receive the ball with the inside of the right foot. 
 

C. Player 3 passes to player 1 

- The same as described under A, etc. 
 

Variation in execution: 

The same, but in reverse, with the other foot. 
 

Variation in positioning to receive: 

To the right 

Backward 

Forward 

Materials 

Players: 3 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 3 

Distance between the cones: 

under 9s: 8 yards 

under 10s: 10 yards 

under 11s: 12 yards 

under 18s: 15 yards 

Directions 

Positioning to receive: 

- Demand for the ball, after the player has received it. 
 

Receiving: 

- The ball must be in front of you, but within reach. 

- Maintain speed after receiving the ball, to execute 

the next move. 

- Receive standing open, in the direction of play. 
 

Kicking inside foot: 

- Pass the ball with the correct speed and on to the 

correct foot. 

- Anticipate well with feeling. 

- Follow through of the kicking leg. 

- Strike in the centre of the ball. 

- Tension in the foot. 



LINE DRIBBLE 4V3 WITH GOAL 

 
Method 

i.e. that 4 players keep possession against 3 defenders by a combination 

of passes and an individual action, followed by scoring in the goal 

 
Attention! 

The 4 players may not go off-side. The off-side line is stipulated by the 

defender. (applies only to 11v11 teams) 

 
After taking possession the defenders may then score by dribbling the ball 

over the base-line. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 7 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 4 

Distance between cones: 

Under 10: 25yards by 20yards 

Under 12: 30yards by 25yards 

U- 4,U-16 & U-18: 35yards by 

30yards Goal: 3 by 1 

Directions 

Coaching attackers: 

- The combination play from out of the diamond form 

must ensure that player nr. 3 remains the free-man. 

- Creating a two against one situation. 

- Keeping the two outside players as wide and deep 

as possible. 

 
Coaching defenders: 

- tightening position where neccessary. 

- Make use of off-side rule. 

- Coaching each other when defending (the last 

player should take the initiative) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

LINE DRIBBLE 5V4 WITH GOAL 

 
Method 

i.e. that 5 players keep possession against 4 defenders by a combination 

of passes followed by scoring in the goal. 

 
Attention! 

The 5 players may not go off-side. The off-side line is stipulated by the 

defender. (applies only to 11v11 teams) 

 
After taking possession the defenders may then score by dribbling the ball 

over the base-line. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 9 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 4 

Distance between cones: 

Under 10: 30yards by 25yards 

Under 12: 35yards by 30yards 

U- 4,U-16 & U-18: 40yards by 

35yards Goal: 3 by 1 yards 

Directions 

Coaching attackers: 

- Team-play from out of a small area. 

- Keeping the two outside players as wide and deep 

as possible. 

-Keeping the central mid fielder as deep as possible. 

- Freeing yourself from your opponent by divertive 

actions 

- Exploit the one man extra situation. 
 

Coaching defenders: 

-close space where neccessary. 

-Make use of off-side rule. 

- Coaching each other when defending (the last 

player should take the initiative) 

-Position covering because of extra man situation. 



U12-U15; Defensive; Group Outnumbered (vertically); Session #1 

SIGNAL GAME 

 
Method 

All the players stand in a row next to each other in front of the coach. 

Beforehand the coach and the players agree on certain signals. At the 

coach's signal the players execute the appropriate drill. 

 
Examples are: 

 

- Dribbling on the spot by kicking the ball left to right 

- Dribbling to the left or to the right. 

- Dribbling forwards or backwards. 

- Placing the foot on the ball, alternating left and right. 

 

Materials 

Duration: 10-15 min 

Cones: use all the space you have for your training. 

Balls: one ball for each player. 

Directions 

- Make sure each player has enough space to 

execute the drill. 

- Keep control of the ball. Make sure the players keep 

the ball close. 

- Do the drills without a ball first. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

STEP 2.8 B: BOUNCEBACK HIGH (INSIDE FOOT) UP TO 45º (1) 

 
Method 

A. Player 1 passes to player 2 

- Player 2 moves "forward" and open to receive the ball. 

- Player 1 throws the ball with a curve, at knee height to player 2. 
 

B. Player 2 passes to player 3 

- Player 2 immediately kicks the ball into the hands of player 3, with 

the inside of the right foot, etc. 

 
Variation in execution: 

The same, but in reverse and with the left foot. 
 

Variation in positioning to receive: 

To the right 

To the left 

Backward 

Materials 

Players: 3 

Cones: 3 

Balls: 1 

Distance between the cones: under 18s: 5 yards 
 

Rotation: 

Change roles as you see fit (after 10 x). 

Directions 

Positioning to receive: 

- Demand the ball before it is played to you. 
 

First time ball with inside foot: - Stand open, in the 

direction of play. 

- Pass on the ball with the correct speed/direction. 

- Sit low down (bend the knees well). 

- Bring the knee up. 

- Standing leg next to the ball. 

- Body over the ball. 

- Let the ball bounce against the shoe of the kicking 

leg. 



DEFENDING BY ATTACKERS AND MIDFIELDERS (3V4+KEEPER) 

 
Method 

I.e. 3 attackers gain possession by team-play without losing sight of 

positional defense. 

 
The defending team can then score by dribbling the ball through one of 

the small goals. 

 
The attackers can then score in the large goal. 

This drill always starts with the keeper. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 7+keeper Balls: 1 

Cones: 8 

Distance between cones: 

Under 10: 20yards by 25yards 

Under 12: 25yards by 30yards 

U-14,U-16 & U-18: 30yards by 35yards 

Goal: 5 x 2 

Small goals: 5-8 yards 

Directions 

Midfielders/attackers on defense coaching: 
 

- tightening position where neccessary. 

- Coaching each other when defending (the last 

player should take the initiative) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DEFENDING BY ATTACKERS AND MIDFIELDERS (5V6+KEEPER) 

 
Method 

I.e. that 5 attackers/mid fielders gain possession by team-play without losing 

sight of positional defense. 

 
The defending team can then score by dribbling the ball through one of the 

small goals. 

 
After taking possession the attackers can then score in the large goal. 

The set-up always starts with the keeper. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 11+keeper 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 8 

Distance between cones: 

Under 12: 35yards by 40yards 

U-14,U-16 & U-18: 40yards by 45yards Goal: 7,32 en 

2,44| 

Small goals: 5-8 yards 

Directions 

Midfielders/attackers by defense coaching: 

- Pinching and rolling over to the side where the ball 

is. 

- Coaching each other (the last mid fielder should 

take the initiative) 

-Marking from the area due to the extra man situation. 
 

Midfielders/attackers by attacking coaching: 

- Make the field wide. 

- Look for the shortest route to the goal in order to 

score. 



U12-U15; Offensive; Positional Play; Session #5 

 

NUMBERS PASSING GAME 

 
Method 

The players form a group of 5 players. Each player 

is given a number from 1 to 5. The players run around the square and pass the 

ball to each other by number (1 passes to 2, 2 passes 3 etc.). Attention! Use the 

entire square. Variation: - Introduce the players to varying distances. - Also 

use the other leg. 

Materials 

Duration: 10-15 min 

Cones: 4 cones to mark off the field Balls: 1 ball for a group of five 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

STEP 2.3 B: FOR POSITION PLAY (4V0) (4V1) (3) 

 
Method 

It is important that the player executes a move first and then moves "open" to 

receive the ball. 

 
The players have the following options to play the ball: 

- Receive with the left foot and pass with the left foot 

- Receive with the left foot and pass with the right foot 

- Receive with the right foot and pass with the right foot 

- Receive with the right foot and pass with the left foot. 

- Play a first time ball 
 

Variation in execution: 

- The same, in the opposite direction. 

- The same, but now play a first time ball. 

- Begin the drill with player 2 

Materials 

Players: 4-5 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 4 

Distance between the cones: 

12 yards by 10 yards 

Directions 

Positioning to receive: 

- Demand for the ball again, immediately after the 

player has received it. 

- Always offer the player with the ball two options to 

play the ball 

(positioning to receive from the sides to the player 

with the ball). 

 
Receiving/passing: 

- Keep the ball within reach, in front of you. 

- After receiving, maintain speed for the next move. 

- Make sure the players "receive open", so that the 

ball can be played in two directions. 



(4V2) EXERCISE 2 

 
Method 

Four players keep possession of the ball by combinations of passes without 

the defense taking the ball away. 

After the defender takes possession he must dribble the ball out of the grid to 

score 

The attacker that loses the ball becomes defender. 

Swap positions: The defender that has been the longest in the field swaps 

position with either the player that made the mistake or was the longest 

standing attacker. 

 
Variation: 

The attackers are only allowed to touch the ball twice. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 6 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 4 

Distance between cones: 12yards by 10yards 

Directions 

Coaching attackers: 

- Ensure you are in a free position to receive the ball 

from the player with possession. 

- To take position without losing an overview of the 

complete field 

- Always keep the player and the ball in motion. 

- Reducing the field of play when losing the ball and 

enlarging when you are in possession. 

- pass the ball with a purpose (in an open space or on 

a particular foot) 

- ask for the ball. 

- follow up coaching on passing 
 

Coaching defenders: 

- take into account the positions of the attackers 

- Isolate the player in possession to the side of 

the field 

- Coaching each other when defending (the last 

player should take the initiative) 



GAME FORM 6V6 + 2 KEEPERS 

 
Method 

Six attackers keep possession against 6 defenders by a combination of 

passes or an individual action, followed by scoring in the opposite goal. 

After taking possession the defenders may then follow by scoring in the 

opposite goal. 

 
Attention! 

If the ball goes off the field the other team starts the game. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players:12 +2 keepers 

Balls:5 

Cones: 4 

Distance between cones: 

Under 8: 35yards by 30yards 

Under 10: 35yards by 30yards 

Under 12: 40yards by 35yards 

Under 14: 45yards by 40yards 

U-16 & U-18: 50yards by 45yards 

Goal: 2 

U-8 &U-10: 5 by 2 

U-12,U-14,U-16 & U-18: 7.32 by 2.44 

Directions 

Coaching by attack: 

- Team-play from a 1-3-1-2 formation. 

- Spread out when in possession. 

- Making choices on the ball( 1v1 or pass) 

- Taking into account that you switch by loss of 

possession and taking attacking position. 

 
Coaching by defense: 

- close space where necessary. 

- Coaching each other.(the last player should take the 

initiative). 

- Be prepared to switch position after taking 

possession. 

 
Coaching keepers: 

- Always prepared to receive the ball when your team 

is in possession. 

- Coaching your team-mates when defending 
 

Remarks: 

- By a sharp practice you are allowed to hit the ball 

freely. 

- Accentuate on: Individual action, scoring under 

pressure, rapid switching, and conditional (Anaerobic 

Lactic)/ mental factors. 

- Organization, pay attention to: Enough balls around 

the field, hard and sharp coaching. 



U12-U15; Offensive; Positional Play; Session #6 

 

STEP 2.1 D: POSITIONING TO RECEIVE, UP TO 135º (OPPOSITE FOOT) IN A DIAMOND/FLOW FORM 

 
Method 

A. Player 1 passes to player 2 

- Player 2 moves "to the left" to receive the ball. 

- Player 1 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 2 stands open to receive the ball with the inside of the left foot. 
 

B. Player 2 passes to player 3. 

- Player 3 moves "forward" to receive the ball. 

- Player 2 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 3 stands open to receive the ball with the inside of the left foot. 
 

C. Player 3 passes to player 4 

- The same as described under A. 
 

D. Player 4 passes to player 5 

- The same as described under B, etc. 
 

Variation in execution: 

The same, but in reverse and receiving with the other foot and kicking with 

the other foot. 

 
Variation in positioning to receive: 

To the right 

Forward 

Backward 

Materials 

Players: 5-7 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 4 
 

Distance between the cones: 

under 10s: 10 yards 

under 11s: 12 yards 

under 18s: 15 yards 

 
Rotation: 

Follow the ball to the next cone. 

Directions 

Positioning to receive: 

- Demand for the ball, after the player has received it. 
 

Receiving: 

- The ball must be in front of you, but within reach. 

- Maintain speed after receiving the ball, to execute 

the next move. 

- Receive standing open, in the direction of play. 
 

Kicking inside foot: 

- Pass the ball with the correct speed and on to the 

correct foot. 

- Anticipate well with feeling. 

- Follow through to your target. 

- Hit trough the middle of the ball 

- Make sure your foot is firm/locked. 



(4V2) EXERCISE 1 

 
Method 

Four players keep possession of the ball by combinations of passes 

without the defense taking the ball away. 

 
The attacker that loses the ball changes places with longest standing 

defender. 

 
Variation: 

The attackers are only allowed to touch the ball twice. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 6 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 4 

Distance between cones: 12yards by 10yards 

Directions 

Coaching attackers: 

- Ensure you are in a free position to receive the ball 

from the player with possession. 

- To take position without losing an overview of the 

complete field 

- Always keep the player and the ball in motion. 

- pass the ball with a purpose (in an open space or on 

a particular foot) 

- ask for the ball. 

- follow up coaching on passing 
 

Coaching defenders: 

- take into account the positions of the attackers 

- Isolate the player in possession to the side of 

the field 

- Coaching each other when defending (the last 

player should take the initiative) 



(5V3) EXERCISE 2 

 
Method 

Five players keep possession of the ball by combinations of passes without 

the defense taking the ball away. 

After the defender takes possession he must dribble the ball out of the grid to 

score 

Swap positions: The defender that has been the longest in the field swaps 

position with either the player that made the mistake or was the longest 

standing attacker. 

 
Variation: 

The attackers are only allowed to touch the ball twice. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 8 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 4 

Distance between cones: 15yards by 12yards 

Directions 

Coaching attackers: 

" Ensure you are in a free position to receive the ball 

from the player with possession. 

" To take position without losing an overview of the 

complete field 

" Always keep the player and the ball in motion. 

" Reducing the field of play when losing the ball and 

enlarging when you are in possession. 

" pass the ball with a purpose (in an open space or on 

a particular foot) 

" ask for the ball. 

" follow up coaching on passing 

" Always take positions in triangles (with a central 

player) 

" Always choose position to ensure that the central 

player can always, directly or indirectly(2 touches), 

play the ball 

 
Coaching defenders: 

" take into account the positions of the attackers 

" Isolate the player in possession to the side of the 

field 

" Coaching each other when defending (the last 

player should take the initiative) 



GAME FORM 7V7 + 2 KEEPERS 

 
Method 

Seven attackers keep possession against 7 defenders by a combination 

of passes or an individual action, followed by scoring in the opposite goal. 

After taking possession the defenders may then follow by scoring in the 

opposite goal. 

 
Attention! 

If the ball goes off the field the other team starts the game. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players:14 +2keepers 

Balls: 5 

Cones: 4 

Distance between cones: 

Under 8: 40yards by 35yards 

Under 10: 40yards by 35yards 

Under 12: 45yards by 40yards 

Under 14: 50yards by 45yards 

U-16 & U-18: 55yards by 50yards 

Goal: 2 

U-8 &U-10: 5 by 2 

U-12,U-14,U-16 & U-18: 7.32 by 2.44 

Directions 

Coaching by attack: 

- Team-play from a 1-3-1-3 formation. 

- Spread out when in possession. 

- Making choices on the ball( 1v1 or pass) 

- Taking into account that you switch by loss of 

possession and taking attacking position. 

 
Coaching by defense: 

- close space where necessary. 

- Coaching each other.(the last player should take the 

initiative) 

- Be prepared to switch position after taking 

possession. 

 
Coaching keepers: 

- Always prepared to receive the ball when your team 

is in possession. 

- Coaching your team-mates when defending. 
 

Remarks: 

- By a sharp practice you are allowed to hit the ball 

freely. 

- Accentuate on: Individual action, scoring under 

pressure, rapid switching, and conditional (Anaerobic 

Lactic)/ mental factors. 

- Organization, pay attention to: Enough balls around 

the field, hard and sharp coaching. 
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MASTER MOVES WITH PASSIVE PRESSURE (1) 

 
Method 

The steps given below of the following techniques should be learned as you 

see fit, according to the time you have available to you. 

A. The player dribbles the ball toward the opposite cone 

- The player dribbles the ball with the outside of the right foot. 
 

B. The player executes one of the moves given below: 

- Scissor (Step 4) 

- Akka (outside-in) (Step 2) 
 

C. The player dribbles on and repeats these steps until the cone. The 

same for the way back. Attention! Go through the given techniques as you 

see fit and use several lessons/organisational forms for this (the players must 

learn to master each technique sufficiently). 

Materials 

Players: all 

Balls: 1 ball per player 

Cones: 4 

Distance between the cones: 15 yards 
 

Rotation: The same, but now with the other foot. 

Directions 

- For the description of the technique, see the 

technique list. 



STEP 2.5 C: RECEIVING-OPENING, UP TO 90º IN A + SHAPE (1) 

 
Method 

A. Player 1 passes to player 2 

- Player 2 moves "forward" to receive the ball. 

- Player 1 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 2 is open to receive the ball with the inside of the right foot. 
 

B. Player 2 passes to player 1 

- Player 1 moves "to the right" to receive the ball. 

- Player 2 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 1 receives the ball with the inside of the right foot. 
 

C. Player 1 passes to player 

- The same as described under A, etc. 
 

D. Player 3 dribbles the ball around the cone to player 4 

- Player 3 goes behind player 4. 
 

E. Player 4 begins the drill again. 
 

F. Players 5, 6, 7 and 8 

- The same as described under A. B. C. and D., etc. 
 

Variation in execution: 

The same, receiving with the left foot and kicking with the left foot. 

The same, but now executed in the opposite direction. 

Materials 

Players:8-10 

Cones: 5 

Balls: 4 

Distance between the cones: 

under 11s: 12 yards 

under 18s: 15 yards 
 

Rotation: After passing the ball, each player moves on to 

the next cone and takes over the position from the 

previous player. 

Directions 

Positioning to receive: 

- Demand for the ball, after the player has received it. 
 

Receiving: 

- The ball must be in front of you, but within reach. 

- Maintain speed after receiving the ball, to execute 

the next move. 

- Receive standing open, in the direction of play. 
 

Kicking inside foot: 

- Pass the ball with the correct speed and on to the 

correct foot. 

- Anticipate well with feeling. 

- Follow through of the kicking leg. 

- Strike in the centre of the ball. 

- Tension in the foot. 



BUILD-UP FROM THE REAR BY DEFENDERS AND MIDFIELDERS (5+KEEPER V4) SMALL FIELD 

 
Method 

I.e. that 5 defenders/mid fielders and 1 keeper beat the 4 attackers/mid 

fielders by combining passes and eventually scoring by dribbling the 

ball through one of the small goals. 

You can start with smaller numbers if needed. 4 v 3 or 3 v 2 
 

After taking possession the attackers can then score in the large goal. 

The set-up always starts with the keeper. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 9+keeper 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 8 

Distance between cones: 

Under 10: 25yards by 30yards 

Under 12: 30yards by 35yards 

U-14,U-16 & U-18: 35yards by 40yards 

Goal: 7,32 en 2,44 

Small goals: 5-8 yards 
 

Players too short! Make sure the constructive party has 

one player more. 

Directions 

Defenders/midfielders set-up coaching: 

- Keep a wide field of defenders. If one defender is 

threatened then the other defenders close in 

- Keeping the two outside players as wide and deep 

as possible. (2+5) 

- Run deep to make space for the central mid fielder 

- Exploit the extra man situation. 
 

Defenders/midfielders by loss of possession coaching: 

- close space where neccessary. 

- Make use of off-side rule. 

- Coaching each other when defending (the last 

player should take the initiative) 



GAME FORM 5V5 + 2 KEEPERS 

 
Method 

Five attackers keep possession against 5 defenders by a combination of 

passes or an individual action, followed by scoring in the opposite goal. 

After taking possession the defenders may then score by scoring in the 

opposite goal. 

Use neutral players if the theme is not coming out 
 

Attention! 

If the ball goes off the field the other team starts the game. 
 

Drill variation: 

With three teams, changing at your own discretion. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 10(15)+2(3) keepers 

Balls: 5 

Cones: 4 

Distance between cones: 

Under 8: 30yards by 25yards 

Under 10: 30yards by 25yards 

Under 12: 35yards by 30yards 

Under 14: 40yards by 35yards 

U-16 & U-18: 45yards by 40yards 

Goal: 2 

U-8 &U-10: 5 by 2 

U-12,U-14,U-16 & U-18: 7.32 by 2.44 
 

Rotation: 

The winning team stays but the losing team rotates with 

the third team. 

If nobody scores after 2 minutes then the team that has 

been on the longest rotates with the third team. 

Directions 

Coaching by attack: 

- Team play from out of a diamond form. 

- Spread out when in possession. 

- Dont go off-side. 

- Making choices on the ball( 1v1 or pass) 

- Taking into account that you switch by loss of 

possession and taking attacking position. 

 
Coaching by defense: 

- close space where neccessary. 

- Make use of off-side rule. 

- Coaching each other.(the last player should take 

the initiative) 

- Be prepared to switch position after taking 

possession. 

 
Coaching keepers: 

- Always prepared to receive the ball when your team 

is in possession. 

- Coaching your team-mates when defending. 
 

Remarks: 

- By a sharp practice you are allowed to hit the ball 

freely. 

- Accentuate on: Individual action, scoring under 

pressure, rapid switching, and conditional (Anaerobic 

Lactic)/ mental factors. 

- Organization, pay attention to: Enough balls around 

the field, hard and sharp coaching. 
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THREE IS A CROWD 

 
Method 

The players form pairs, standing beside each other. The pairs are spread out 

over the entire square. Two players, one runner and one who is "it" do not 

form a pair. The runner tries to avoid "it" and can "free" himself by standing 

next to a pair. 

The player who is then at the other end of the trio becomes the new runner, 

who must be tagged. 

 
Attention! 

A tagged player immediately becomes "it". 

Materials 

Duration:10-15 min 

Duration round: 1 to 2 min 

Players: 12 or more 

Cones: 4 to mark off the field. 

Directions 

- The players must stand still on their spot. 



STEP 2.5 C: RECEIVING-OPENING, UP TO 90º IN A DIAMOND SHAPE (1) 

 
Method 

A. Player 1 passes to player 2 

- Player 2 moves "forward" to receive the ball. 

- Player 1 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 2 is open to receive the ball with the inside of the right foot. 
 

B. Player 2 passes to player 1 

- Player 1 moves "forward" to receive the ball. 

- Player 2 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 1 receives the ball with the inside of the right foot. 
 

C. Player 1 passes to player 

- The same as described under A, etc. 
 

D. Player 3 passes to player 4 

- The same as described under A, etc. 
 

E. Player 4 passes to player 3 

- The same as described under A, etc. 
 

F. Player 3 passes to player 1 

- Player 1 moves "forward" to receive the ball. 

- Player 3 kicks the ball with the inside of the right foot. 

- Player 1 is open to receive the ball with the inside of the right foot,etc. 
 

Variation in execution: The same, receiving with the left foot and kicking 

with the left foot. 

Materials 

Players: 6-10 

Cones: 4 

Balls: 1 

Distance between the cones: 

under 11s: 12 yards 

under 18s: 15 yards 
 

Rotation: 

After 5 times the ball begins with player 2. 

Directions 

Positioning to receive: 

- Demand for the ball, after the player has received it. 
 

Receiving: 

- The ball must be in front of you, but within reach. 

- Maintain speed after receiving the ball, to execute 

the next move. 

- Receive standing open, in the direction of play. 

Kicking inside foot: 

- Pass the ball with the correct speed and on to the 

correct foot. 

- Anticipate well with feeling. 

- Follow through of the kicking leg. 

- Strike in the centre of the ball. 

- Tension in the foot. 



ATTACKING BY MIDFIELDERS AND ATTACKERS (5V4+KEEPER) SMALL FIELD 

 
Method 

I.e. that 5 attackers/mid fielders create chances by team-play 
 

The 4 defenders/mid fielders + keeper can then score by dribbling the 

ball through one of the small goals. 

 
The attackers can then score in the large goal. 

This drill always starts with the attackers. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 9+keeper 

Balls: 1 

Cones: 8 

Distance between cones: 

Under 10: 25yards by 30yards 

Under 12: 30yards by 35yards 

U-14,U-16 & U-18: 35yards by 40yards 

Goal: 7,32 en 2,44 

Small goals: 5-8 yards 

Directions 

Midfielders/attackers by attacking coaching: 

- Team-play from out of a small area. 

- Bringing the mid fielder into play. 

- Keeping the two outside players as wide and deep 

as possible. (7+11) 

- Freeing yourself from your opponent by divertive 

actions 

- creating a 2v1 situation. 
 

Midfielders/attackers by loss of possession coaching: 

- close space where neccessary. 

- Coaching each other when defending (the last 

player should take the initiative) 

- Putting direct pressure on the ball. 

 
 
 
 

 

GAME FORM 6V6 

 
Method 

Six attackers keep possession against 6 defenders by a combination of 

passes or an individual action, followed by scoring in one of the opposite 

goals. 

After taking possession the defenders may then follow by scoring in one 

of the opposite goals. 

Use neutral players if the theme is not coming out 
 

Attention! 

If the ball goes off the field the other team starts the game. 

Materials 

Materials required: 

Players: 12 

Balls: 5 

Cones: 12 

Distance between cones: 

Under 8: 25yards by 30yards 

Under 10: 30yards by 35yards 

Under 12: 35yards by 40yards 

Under 14: 40yards by 45yards 

U-16 & U-18: 45yards by 

50yards Goal: 4 (2yards.) 

Directions 

Coaching by attack: 

- Team-play from a 3-1-2 formation. 

- Spread out when in possession. 

- Dont go off-side. 

- Making choices on the ball( 1v1 or pass) 

- Taking into account that you switch by loss of 

possession and taking attacking position. 

 
Coaching by defense: 

- close space where neccessary. 

- Make use of off-side rule. 

- Coaching each other.(the last player should take the 

initiative) 

- Be prepared to switch position after taking 

possession. 


